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ACRONYMS & TERMS 

CANVAS   Center of Strategy for Nonviolent Resistance 

CBDC  Central Bank Digital Currency 

CCDC   Class Conscious District of Columbia 

CCP   Chinese Communist Party 

CDC    Center for Disease Control 

CRISPR  Clustered Regularly Interspaced Short Palindromic Repeats 

DARPA  Defense Advanced Research Project Agency 

DARVO  Deny Attack Reverse Victim Offender 

DHS    Department of Homeland Security 

DOD   Department of Defense 

DOJ    Department of Justice 

EU   European Union 

ESG   Environmental Social Governance 

FANGS  Facebook Apple Amazon Netflix Google 

FDA   Food and Drug Administration 

FED   Federal Reserve Central Bank 

FTX   Futures Exchange for Cryptocurrencies 

GDP    Gross Domestic Product 

HHS   Health and Human Services 

HIV   Human Immunodeficiency Virus 

IQT   In-Q-Tel 

J6    January 6th Capitol Event 

LNG   Liquid Natural Gas 

MNC   Multi-National Corporation 

mRNA  messenger RNA 

MTG   Mind The Gap, PAC 

NDAA  National Defense Authorization Act 

NGO   Non-Governmental Organization 

NIAID  National Institute of Allergy and Infectious Diseases 

PAC   Political Action Committee 

ROI   Return on Investment 

SBF    Sam Bankman Fried 

SDG   Sustainable Development Goals 

SEC   Securities and Exchange Commission 

TFCP   Technocracy-Fascist-Communist Paradigm 

WEF   World Economic Forum  
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PREAMBLE 

It would be Folly to think one could illuminate better on the precepts that Our 

Founders and Great Thinkers enshrined in Our Constitution. They addressed 

the greatest burdens and responsibilities; and did so under the greatest duress. 

Whether War or Depression, the United States, through four centuries of rocky 

growth, upheavals, and strife, has made it to the perilous Present. Those that 

internally feel the need for its destruction – often in the highest positions 

regarding its protection – seemingly disregard how fragile this Bountiful Country, 

and Civilization, is. They further ignore all the personal histories, in all manner of 

outward and inward presentation, that made the United States what it once was, 

and still can be, if these thwarting forces are finally vanquished from Power. 

The Verity of Time Is: Those that ignore the Past and toss away long-standing 

Values, that made all Souls better for having them, doom their futures and their 

descendants as well. Whether by apathy, nihilism, or psychopathy, these 

unhealthy forces ruin Civilizations. Yet, these do not happen instantaneously. 

These forces are gradually built through miseducation, egregious mistakes of 

violence, and frittering away one’s inheritance. Most visibly, by allowing those 

who have no vested interest in humanity’s success; crass international interests; 

and investment in destruction for destruction’s sake. A country needs truth and 

proper teaching to survive the depths of privation that does occur from time to 

time. Most assuredly, propaganda and hate-filled narratives flood fooled minds 

as a well-deployed divider, a useful tool in the recent scores of time, deceptively 

deployed by betraying leaders aligned to Party, not Country. In lockstep, foreign 

conflicts, lasting far longer, and costlier, than even the deadliest War in recent 

World History, squandered precious Lives and Patriotism. These wars are a 

racket for investors to profit handsomely off All Death. Meanwhile, infrastructure 

in Our Country grows dilapidated, abandoned; as Our Land is hustled into 

Foreign hands by the very Citizens that should care about the ground under 

their feet being Free. Never has so much Apathy, Indifference and Greed 

befallen a People that achieved just Three Score and Seventeen Years Prior the 

Most Powerful Navy and Industrial Might ever amassed on This Earth. 

Sadly, only Parasitic Fools would be so blind, and so destructive, to pick the 

courses of actions seen in one’s lifetime. And so, this Declaration of a New 

American Liberty is not closed-minded or unyielding. But rather, it entails: to 

Define root causes; Offer solutions; and lastly, Invoke A Declaration of the 

Common Man. For if We Do Not Seek Remedy at this Critical Juncture, Our 

Failures will Erase this Country from Memory and History.      
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I SECURITY 

No country can last without securing its borders. One cannot operate with liberty 

if one is worried about who will occupy their territory right up to their doorsteps. 

This topic has been ping-ponged between two parties for their own selfish and 

cynical desires. On the one hand, Democrats use the cover of racism and 

discrimination to import in voters with promises of welfare to persons who would 

likely never leave their home country if not for the havoc caused by a 

Washington, D.C. bureaucrat, lobbyist, or think tank’s suggested actions 

abroad. Not to be outdone, the Republicans gladly deploy these immigrants, 

without the legality of entry, as a cheap and controllable labor force that further 

retards the aspirations of American-born Citizens. Each political party has spent 

forty years talking arrogantly down to the Public, making up terms to hide the 

crisis, and kicking the issue to the Courts, who are equally incapable of 

addressing it with any commonsense legal approaches. 

If it were only this, one might be able to overlook this cynical hustle by these 

criminal charlatans called politicians; or their legion of agency hacks from the 

FBI, DHS, CBP to ICE.1 But this is not the case. Rather, the importation of lethal 

drugs, sex trafficking of women and children2,3 and armaments in state-side 

operations to Mexico is embarrassingly obvious.4 Moreover, the fact non-

governmental organizations (NGOs), sponsored by malevolent billionaires, 

corral up people in Central and South America and send them by the tens of 

thousands to the U.S. border, is evil perpetrated, by Catholic front organizations, 

under the guise of helping these souls.5,6 

How many died along the way? How many rapes occur? How many criminals 

that later kill or rape or otherwise add to an already rising crime problem both in 

Democrat-dominated cities and conservative countryside hamlets that suffer 

from fentanyl overdoses are impacted?7 (China produced; and sent through 

Mexico by the ton.8 See Appendix: Los Angeles County Overdoses.) 

While a secure wall is considered evil and too costly (a $10-20 billion total 

outlay), Washington gladly sends Ukraine at least two-and-half times ($529-

89B10) this amount at a stroke of a pen after just a few weeks of US-triggered 

conflict.11 The Biden administration in 2021 felt the need to write informational 

bulletins about the prior administration, regarding a border wall, stating that, 

“Under the Previous Administration, Wall Construction Cost American 

Taxpayers Up To $46 Million per Mile, Shortchanged the Military, and Caused 

Serious Risks to Life, Safety, and the Environment.”12 [My emphasis added.] 
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It should be added here that a “Wall” is not the end-all, be-all. It’s the first 

“physical line” of defense, and for those that refuse the logic of them, note: 

Washington D.C. put up a wall immediately after the hyperbolic J6, FBI-

infiltrated riot and Capitol building trespassing fortuitous event. Why did D.C. 

Mayor Bowser adamantly refuse National Guard support on J6, after the 

damages incurred in the 2020 Memorial Day riots; and then gladly do a 180 on a 

wall just after J6, if these don’t assist in security at all? Is our Military and 

National Guard this stupid? (See: Appendix of Bowser’s refusal letter.) 

 

Website 

Maybe these security entities were, or preferred to be, at behest of the then 

incoming 46th President, or whomever pulls his strings, both then and now. 

Just two months after the June 2021 Whitehouse bulletin, the Biden 

administration abandoned an estimated $80 billion dollars’ worth of equipment 

(this according to Forbes) in an embarrassing, and lethal withdrawal, killing 13 

American troops in a panicked withdraw from Kabul.13 Whether it is an $80 

billion price tag, or according to American Military News via CNN via the 

Department of Defense: 

“The U.S. gave the Afghan National Defense and Security Forces $18.6 

billion in equipment between 2005 and 2021. Approximately $7.12 billion 

https://trulytimes.com/photos-feds-build-walls-in-d-c-for-anti-border-wall-joe-biden-kamala-harris.html
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was still in Afghanistan after the withdrawal, including aircraft, air-to-

ground munitions, military vehicles, weapons, communications equipment 

and more.”14,15 

Let’s be conservative here: at least $59 billion ($52 billion sent so far in Ukraine 

and $7 billion was left in Afghanistan) is either appropriated or abandoned. Just 

days before Christmas, the outgoing Congress, with twenty-one Republican 

U.S. Senators, approved another $45 billion more, extending this conflict’s 

duration and unpredictability against a nuclear-armed Russia. WHO THE HELL 

DOES THIS?  

 

(The New York Times) 

A bit of hypocrisy exists here as well, regarding inbound non-citizens on planes 

(versus the border). The US Department of Transportation (DOT) has a standing 

order for non-vaccinated travel (with some exceptions) under the Biden 

administration, TSA Security Directive 1544-21-03A, that became effective 

November 9, 2022. The Biden CDC initiated this policy on October 25, 2021, 

and further buttressed this on April 14, 2022 through a U.S. Presidential 

Proclamation. 

“Presented paper or digital documentation of Proof of Being Fully 

Vaccinated Against COVID-19, including personal identifiers that match 

the unique identifiers on the passenger's passport or other travel 

documents; or presented documentation proving that they are an 

Excepted Covered Individual.”16 

The handling of 5 million plus known entrants into the U.S. across the border17, 

without a care about their vaccination status (or to be even, little concern), while 

https://www.zerohedge.com/political/omnibus-bill-stalled-after-gop-senator-demands-trump-era-border-policy-remain
https://www.nytimes.com/article/us-soldiers-killed-afghanistan.html
https://archive.ph/RttxG#selection-683.0-683.294
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being extremely focused on air flights, to the restriction of 30+% of unvaccinated 

souls18 across the world is punitive, for a purpose; and ignorant for the 

invasion’s sake. 

People with resources – the middle class – are being targeted to give up their 

rights, or lose personal freedoms, such as traveling freely under the “guise” of 

preventing COVID spread. These “vaccines” do not prevent the spread, despite 

MSNBC’s Rachel Maddow pronouncement of that in March 202119, an actual 

disinformation campaign. Then eagerly supported by CDC director Rochelle 

Wolensky and NIAID director Tony Fauci.20,21,22 (Ryan’s Tweet 52.8K likes.) 

Meanwhile, the underclass and most cultural disparate are being cultivated to 

think there are no rules or objections in breaking the laws of the United States. 

This is a long-held Marxist-Communist desire: that of lawlessness.23 And as it 

turns out, the DOT head24, Pete Buttigieg, father held those pronounced, 

ideological underpinnings. This was considered as “true” by Snopes.25 

These ongoing agendas are baked in the U.S. Agency’s oven; cooked to 

perfection to be used either abroad, or now: on the Homelands. When it 

behooves selected Agencies, the Pentagon & State Department, to achieve 

foreign regime destabilization, as in Ukraine, like Libya, Iraq, Afghanistan, 

before it, the budget for those outlays amazingly appears without any regard for 

the human lives lost. The tolerance for dead bodies abroad triumphs while the 

Intelligence-controlled media (how many former White House or Intel Agency 

operators are at ABC, CBS, NBC, FOX, MSNBC, CNN?) will greedily feed U.S. 

citizens a narrative that “this war is needed to address a dictator’s aggression.” 

What these praetorian media outlets do not tell you: Is the State Department’s 

goals are to destabilize and antagonize as many countries as possible, going 

back decades. This is not hyperbole; there are specific organizations (CANVAS) 

that worked as co-conspirators in “regime change” for the U.S. State 

Department.26 But the U.S. media knows the hand that feeds them; and gladly 

misinforms the public with a smile and a healthy paycheck. Anyone that crosses 

either the U.S. government or their media minions gets labeled a “conspiracy 

theorist.” But years later, the facts appear and the narrative changes to 

“mistakes were made” or “this was for the greater (or your own) good.”  

It should be noted here that the U.S. has 867 military bases abroad at present.27 

The U.S. southern border is porous, and purposefully so; even with a 

Department of Homeland Security budget at $52 billion and 240,000 

https://twitter.com/ryanstruyk/status/1376925777397186560?s=20
https://archive.ph/e6sKc#selection-475.0-509.18
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employees.28,29 This budget is greater than the GDP of 136 nation-states, out of 

218, according to 2021 World Bank GDP calculations (landing between Tunisia 

and the Democratic Republic of Congo, see Appendix).30 If one could get less 

for their taxes, one would not be stunned in the slightest. This shows that 

labeling something as “homeland security” does not make such a visible reality. 

Nobody is doing their sworn job or following actual statutes regarding entry into 

the United States. 

Since 2001, the United States has not garnered an airplane assault. And if the 

domestic efforts, which are overtly misdirected by the labeling of U.S. citizens as 

the problem,31,32.33 shows anything, it shows we are sadly or purposefully 

confused about border priorities and getting zero bang for the buck. But that is a 

shared problem in D.C. politics. Both parties use such Agencies who are self-

interested, graft-friendly, and more visibly immoral than one can properly 

address here.34 

But back to the border. We are not at all incapable of securing it. We are not 

incapable of rationally allowing in capable and at-risk migrants when they follow 

laws. Breaking the law is not excusable, especially from a foreign source. 

Breaking the law, and calling it racist to stop this lawbreaking, is a Communist 

Agenda going back to the 1960s. Breaking the law and flying or moving these 

lawbreakers by transport in the dark of night (as has been noted) to wherever is 

available, or to a so-called “sanctuary city,” deprives both American Citizens and 

the migrant of their civil and human rights.35  

We should also be cognizant that the criminal cartels can be terminated but are 

instead supported by NGOs, and our own Federal Agencies, namely, the CIA.  

These bad actors need to be hunted down and dealt with in a manner of brutality 

that sends a resonating message worldwide about any NATION-STATE or their 

CUTOUTS that encourages human trafficking or slavery. 

Legal immigration exists. A country that respects this philosophy reduces 

conflicts worldwide. Moreover, if countries figured this out, and clamp down on 

NGOs, judges and billionaire activists that refuse to respect these laws 

(prosecute the enablers as terrorists, not the trafficked), that will go a long way 

towards people fixing their own problems. There are ways to help a source 

country, if we get rid of the evil middlemen that profit off human misery. One is 

not by direct funding, but rather: teaching by example how to operate a country.  

https://archive.ph/s0ZYa
https://archive.ph/s0ZYa
https://rumble.com/v1y60cm-ben-bergquam-interviews-deputy-constable-hal-bowles.html
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This segues into World Policing: A perpetual drain on the U.S. economy and 

unsuccessfully applied by our U.S. Military to the disrespect of many foreign 

lands. (Yes, some “minor good” came to a select few people. But the harms are 

visible as well – the tactic of “democracy or nation building” in places that neither 

desired, nor held onto, that agenda sought. Look at the abandonments and 

defeats seen in Vietnam, Afghanistan, and soon enough Ukraine, for instance. 

Afghanistan immediately reverted to form. And the worst part: the US pushed 

sexualized agendas that were antithetical to both Western values and that 

region’s long-standing, religious-based values. This is crass 21st Century 

Colonialism guised as Quasi-Enlightenment wrapped up in rainbows.) 

The neoliberal-neocon model of “disruptive foreign policy” is abhorrent and 

contradictory to one’s nation-state perseveration and prosperity. Not everyone in 

the world wants the political and governance system of the United States. 

(Especially when it is now obviously corrupted.) As such, we should respect that 

cultural divide as best one can or forgo the interaction altogether (and stop 

corporations from embedding merely for profit under the auspice of helping). 

In 1823, President James Monroe warned of interventionism in the Western 

Hemisphere by the European States.36 This was just mere years after a second 

bitter war against the British Empire, won in battle by future President Andrew 

Jackson. The same British Empire who would be the antagonist to a withered 

Dynastic China through intentional Opium Wars in the 1840s. The present-day 

Chinese Communist Party calls forth repeatedly their “century of humiliation” as 

a means to condition up their population on seeking revenge against British-

Yankee Imperialism to these drug-inspired crimes. (See the retaliation 

mechanism now?) This long-termism of the Chinese reflects the wisdom of what 

Monroe rightfully warned of in interceding in world affairs without strong reasons 

(unlike recent Presidents’ Pentagon whimsies sought in the Middle East).  

Just two score later, the U.S. Civil War saw such imperialistic British 

interventionism attempted on the side of the Southern States. This was roundly 

thwarted by a Czarist Russia’s Baltic Fleet arriving in New York and the Far East 

fleet in San Francisco in 1863.37 The Civil War historians routinely ignore or 

minimize this impact: that of the Union’s best alliance came in from Russia with 

Ships. The czarist intercession came about from long and routine, political and 

military battles, with the French and British naked in their subverting and 

weakening agendas (both well-known and well-fought against by Russia), going 

back over the centuries, and not merely had on a whim. 
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London’s Punch depiction of the Russia-US relationship 

Monroe’s Doctrine was later applied by U.S. Presidents toward European 

interloping, specifically due to debt entrapment schemes, particularly in 

Venezuela.38 But the essence of this 19th century doctrine was: Stay out of our 

backyard. Sadly, present foreign policy decisions of the United States are 

always driven by Wall Street over Main Street. As Major General Smedley Butler 

noted via a pamphlet, “War is a racket.”39 (See:1930s fascist (and co-plotter) to 

the overthrowing of President Roosevelt: Prescott Bush.40) 

LASTLY, when countries are anti-U.S., why are we entertaining any of their 

wants? Their populations have to take the necessary first steps to remove their 

dictators – and then, and only then, may it be prudent “to keep out” other forces 

that seek to stifle this uprising, or destroy the identifiable WILL OF THE 

PEOPLE that no longer desires the RUTHLESS CHAINS of a DESPOT. (The 

same applies when dictators crop up in Western “democracies” as well.) 

Else, We, the United States, become just as bad as the dictators we label – and 

the U.S. recent track record reflects this vividly. Destabilizing for the pundit class 

to cackle about in Washington D.C has gone on since before one’s birth.  

Another connected security issue: Elections. 

An example with basic numbers makes for a telling story. 

Assume one starts with 100 million(M) registered and legal voters (and 100% 

voter turnout) and holds an election across 50 states. Each state has 2M voters 

https://stolenhistory.org/articles/1863-russian-involvement-in-the-us-civil-war.168/
https://archive.ph/lWj8n#selection-905.197-905.512
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apiece in this example. To win each state, from an electoral college of 500 (10 

electors per state), one would need 1,000,001 if no run-off rules apply and the 

count is verified and certified according to a State’s rules. In this example 26 

states win the election, as 251 electors are needed, assuming all are faithful 

electors under this basic U.S. Constitution model. 

Now: lets allow recent non-citizens to vote. Assume just four years later, 10 

million recent migrants are allowed to vote.41 They are provided welfare and/or a 

low-wage job as incentives; and among them, a select few are made candidates 

at the State level, in disregard of Constitutional citizenship requirements for 

State and Federal offices. 

As it turns out, these voting migrants moved into just five states, 2 million adult 

non-citizens are given rights to vote.42,43,44 They do so with 100% turnout for this 

hypothetical election (and to make the math simple). As it also turns out, those 

five states were once highly contentious and decided by narrow margins. (Think: 

Arizona, California, New Mexico, Texas, and Florida, deemed border states and 

“points of entry” by our corrupt government.) 

The dilution formula is simple: A citizen in these five states vote was once 1 out 

of 2M (1/2,000,000). Now, due to a recent migration, leaving aside the legality 

and other visible mechanisms, that vote is diluted to (1/4,000,000). 

Elections are won at the margins. But also done through such despised tactics. 

There are legal and logical reasons for a slow path to citizenship and voting 

rights. Anyone saying otherwise is not telling the full story. One, the very nature 

of citizenship and loyalty was not lost on The Founders. Their specificity was 

due to a mistrust of any whimsical political personage and the studied histories 

of Empires long gone and ending misbegotten. Two, the quality of person needs 

time to assess; and this allows them to be vested in the success of their life in 

their new home. Vote should be tied to improving such vesting success instead 

of existing off the backs of others, or worse: One Centralized State Power that 

breeds towards the Democracy of the Mob through Spoils and Subterfuge. 

The purpose of this example is to show how bringing in a mass of people, 

instantly incentivizing them for purely political reasons, steals rights from current 

citizens, who are now intensely disliked by both POLITICAL PARTIES, often 

spitefully hated, because these taxpaying citizens are undesirable complainers, 

or considered irrelevant to Humanity by the Elitist Class. (Washington D.C. is 

not in touch, nor caring, about anybody but themselves. These highly paid 
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people have achieved Class Consciousness and know it full well.45 They spit on 

the Constitution every day, knowing they’ll never see accountability while their 

wallet bulges off the toils of millions of Americans daily hard work.) 

For those that don’t follow the above example: this is akin to a stock dilution 

process to root out an “undesired element.” Watch The Social Network (2010) 

clip here to make plain the example just provided.46  

Finally, these new non-citizens (or violators of U.S. law, adults and children 

alike) are pliant and uninitiated to their “Constitutional Rights” as non-Citizens. 

So, who teaches them? 

The very Apparatus that is destroying everyone else’s Rights.  

Do you think D.C. lawyers and their well-paid partisan NGO activists will tell 

their new underclass (which is what they want, an obedient slave class) the 

Truth?  

Will they not just teach them to “trust them,” always?  

And threaten them as well – if they do not go along with the program, as noted in 

a recent Project Veritas examination of the trafficking of minors to non-family 

members, called “sponsors.” The children are then employed to pay off debts to 

the cartels by work, or worse: sexual acts.47 Else, they are as good as dead.  

And Agencies, like HHS and DOJ, tell them, as well, their new country is full of 

racists, which we are not, to scare this underclass to rely on their “new saviors”?  

People should never be exploited, yet we know they are. Every. Single. Day. 

And those that put on that mantle of savior are much closer to a Satan than their 

smile hides when cheering on the dangerous treks by these vulnerable persons. 

This is NOT a way to produce good citizens or improve diplomatic relationships. 

  

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=QYdma6c04jI
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=QYdma6c04jI
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=QYdma6c04jI
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II HEALTH 

If Security does not cause concern, then one’s health should give pause. The 

facts are grim in the United States, and rarely illuminated on well. The obesity 

problem has escalated for the last 40 plus years; the costs of healthcare as a 

percentage of US GDP is well north of 17% as of 2020. (And with COVID, 

undoubtedly higher.) The focus on front-end research (CRISPR gene editing, 

mRNA gene therapy, transformative sex operations) versus basic health and 

education is a profound gap in logic, commonsense, and tried-n-true methods of 

clean air, water, and food. Such misplaced priorities are not by accident.  

One posits the underlying problems here are a matter of extravagant policy, 

incentivized bad actors/actions, and maleducation from K-12 education to 

MDs/PhD level post-doctorates. Obvious policy interference by foundations 

(Gates, Rockefellers, CDC) to incentives to Big Pharma (Pfizer, J&J and 

Moderna) pose a national security threat reinforced by myopic D.C. Agencies 

(DoD, NIAID) and a regulator (FDA) captured as well by Pharma. Class 

Consciousness leads medical professionals away from data integrity, 

hypothesis testing, and logical practicality, and towards emotional distortions 

provided through public relations, propaganda campaigns, and censorship by 

social media partnerships (Twitter, Facebook, YouTube). Ideas disagreeable to 

their unsettled science, are misrepresented to smear the messenger, while 

expensive drugs and pathways are platformed with little supportive long-term 

data of these choices alongside their costliness and intellectual property (IP) 

protections being paramount. The education platform is fraught with overpricing 

of its obtainment, thus causing the graduates of med school to choose lucrative 

specialties and fringy NIAID grants to succeed thereafter. The basic rules of 

good health are being ignored; while racism, sexism and climate change is 

focused on as drivers of individual failures in health from the grade school 

classrooms to the universities. Victimology trumps biology and reality daily.48 

The adoption of government-heavy partnerships with behemoth pharmaceutical 

and insurance corporations along with social media filtering, labeling debates 

“disinformation”, is worrisome and indicative of political agendas, not 

healthcare.49 These models focus on administrative managers and top-down 

health officials (heavily attached by their politics and class consciousness) and 

as far from the end-customer, a patient’s individual health, as one can get. This 

is by intentional design. Answers to health are not the point in this design.  
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Outside actors, like Bill Gates, have substantial grants to 47 of the top 50 

medical universities, worldwide.50,51 Gates’ working resume is about money and 

investments, not health or caring about people, especially at life’s end.52 He as 

well encourages regulation by government of social media usage and uses; 

again quite intolerant of information which lowers trust in his now “captured” 

institutions.53 (See: Appendix for Gates grants to medical universities.) 

Pharmaceutical corporations are routinely sued for billions for their rushed 

products with known side effects, addictions, and a lifetime of suffering.54,55 

However, the vaccine market has liability protections (since 198656), if these 

products are placed on the childhood schedule. And lo, that has been the 

obsession with the Covid-19 mRNA vaccines: to stick them in kid’s arms.57 

The Emergency Use Authorization (EUA) of mRNA therapies proceeded from 

rushed trials that required convenient “pre-planning” before any declaration of 

emergency worldwide (January 14, 2020 WHO Tweet58). Moderna’s vaccine 

were vialed up on February 4, 2020.59 All phases of the Moderna and Pfizer 

trials were completed inside a year on a novel coronavirus – that is known to be 

genetically engineered.60,61,62 Yet safety data and the VAERS database raised 

substantial alarms about any such safety and effectiveness, along with Pfizer’s 

documents (that took a court order to release) regarding all of these trials.63,64  

The COVID19 plot has components of military planning and design hitherto 

never deployed on a world population. Bill Gates notably funded $20 million to 

Moderna from January 2016 to March 2019 and stated his returns on vaccines 

are at 20-to-1 ROI on CNBC.65,66 Notable as well, the NIAID transferred specific 

and patented CRADA (material release) to Moderna containing HIV-GP120/41 

glycans, in late 2015.67 This GP120 appears in SARS-COV-2; and was in 

Moderna’s February 2016 patent application that matches a 19-string genetic 

sequence at the S1-S2 furin cleavage site on the virus.68 This 100% match to 

the SAR-COV-2 genetic sequence via a CGG double codon that (Nicolas Wade 

of Science and The New York Times) confirmed as non-naturally occurring in 

nature.69 This shows motive, means, and opportunity – a crime with malice and 

forethought - given reports that more people are dying post-vaccination than 

from “COVID” and birthrates are down worldwide by 10-25%.70,71,72,73 The CCP 

lockdown-isolation protocols, Remdesivir uptake off negating studies (Appendix: 

Fauci email to Dr. Zeke Emanuel), venting of older patients by incompetent 

medical staffs, and restrictions on therapeutics immediately by health czars 

worldwide, generated enough stress to potentially leveraged up a mass 

https://archive.is/GwV2A
https://archive.ph/1689A
https://www.reuters.com/legal/government/paramount-importance-judge-orders-fda-hasten-release-pfizer-vaccine-docs-2022-01-07/
https://archive.ph/mOkVC
https://jasonpowers.substack.com/p/echoes-of-god-in-the-ongoing-struggles
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psychosis: an induced, manufactured health catastrophe that was predicated on 

political power and a sinister agenda that WEF leader Klaus Schwab released a 

foreboding book about in July 2020: COVID-19: The Great Reset.  

(Note: the CDC has manipulated death totals often six months in the past – 

subtracting thousands from totals, and then adding them back weeks or months 

later (June-August 2022) – as was noted here.74) 

If such vaccinations are not considered dodgy,75 or at all problematic, even with 

their recent coercive methods for requirement to hold a job, then psychiatric 

drug usage should be alarming and depressing. Over 20% of Americans (76M) 

are on psychiatric drugs of some kind (See: Appendix).76 

The costliness of healthcare became the driving force of the U.S. economy 

since the 1990s. Many have attempted to address this issue with flawed policy. 

Generally, by raising taxes, promoting a single-payer, government ran 

healthcare-for-all legislation with sales pitches that disregard the U.S. 

Constitution and interceded with socialist systems tied to European ideas.77 

Those EU systems are failing badly as one writes in 2022, as the NHS78 is but 

one example. (See: Appendix for analysis of countries’ systems prior to COVID.) 

 

[WHO’s January 13, 2020 message was quite different about coronaviruses.79 

This was just two days after Moderna was alleged to have received SAR-COV-2 

genetic sequencing from China for vaccine builds. In actuality, Dr. Ralph Baric 

received the HIV-laden Moderna sequences in December 2019 for testing.80,81 

The WHO is primarily funded by Bill Gates. (See: Appendix)] 

https://jasonpowers.substack.com/p/echoes-of-god-in-the-ongoing-struggles
https://www.amazon.com/COVID-19-Great-Reset-Klaus-Schwab-ebook/dp/B08CRZ9VZB
https://rumble.com/v1ghhtr-cdc-81722-data-release-deaths-re-added-massive-data-manipulation.html
https://archive.ph/N8CkR
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The U.S. healthcare system failed miserably its mission from January 2020 to 

the present. But this has been the path for decades now (and by design). This 

nugget from Speaker Nancy Pelosi in March 2010 speaks to the two-score 

problem in Washington D.C.:  

“We have to pass the bill so that you can find out what is in it – away from 

the fog of controversy.”82 

 

The table above comes from A 2020 Healthcare Business Plan: Privatized 

System, Medical Mall Court Model.83 

The fog desired was to continue, unabated, as did outrageous price hikes in the 

medical, educational and energy sectors of the U.S. economy. The exploitation 

of Americans to pay for pharmaceutical research of medications84,85 that are 

produced abroad in (Germany, China) is but one glaring example of such grifting 

Year Government Private Held Uninsured Totality GDP%3

1990 26.7% 73.2% 13.9% 113.8% 13.7%

2016 40.7% 67.5% 8.8% 117.0% 17.70%

3.2% 4.0%
8.8% 125%

11.00%

28.70%

21.74

29.22

Year 3.0% GDP Healthcare(T) 3.9% GDP1 Healthcare(T) Savings2 Cost 3.0% Cost 3.9%

2021 $22.39 $6.43 $22.59 $6.48 $0.84 $5.59 $5.64

2022 $23.06 $6.62 $23.47 $6.74 $0.84 $5.78 $5.90

2023 $23.76 $6.82 $24.38 $7.00 $0.84 $5.98 $6.16

2024 $24.47 $7.02 $25.34 $7.27 $0.84 $6.18 $6.43

2025 $25.20 $7.23 $26.32 $7.55 $0.84 $6.39 $6.71

2026 $25.96 $7.45 $27.35 $7.85 $0.84 $6.61 $7.01

2027 $26.74 $7.67 $28.42 $8.16 $0.84 $6.83 $7.32

2028 $27.54 $7.90 $29.52 $8.47 $0.84 $7.06 $7.63

2029 $28.37 $8.14 $30.68 $8.80 $0.84 $7.30 $7.96

2030 $29.22 $8.39 $31.87 $9.15 $0.84 $7.55 $8.31

$73.67 $77.47 $8.40 $65.27 $69.07

$13.27 $17.07

20.3% 24.7%
$1.33 $1.71

1. 3.9% GDP Growth was cited in the Warren plan coming from the CBO (page 10).
2. http://cepr.net/images/stories/testimonies/Testimony_Baker_M4A_2019-04-30.pdf (Table 1)

3. 2017: GDP tied to Healthcare was 17.9%

U.S. Economy 2030 (Trillions) @ 3.0% Growth

Total Cost Reductions % for 10 Year

Improvement Costs or Taxes Shortfall

Per Year Cost Reduction /Tax Raise($)

90-16 Differences in rates

Expected Heathcare GDP to cover all U.S. Patients by 2030

Lack Coverage  & Cost/Avg add

Health Care GDP expected add

U.S. Economy 2020 (Trillions) est.

https://archive.ph/CeHHX#selection-739.0-739.118
https://archive.ph/CeHHX#selection-739.0-739.118
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and incompetence.86 The People, not the bureaucrat, not the pharmaceutical 

company, not the medical administrator, are the ones that suffer from hustling 

drugs – even worse than fentanyl crisis or the narcotics coming up from Mexico. 

What is the real issue? Basic health. 

Americans are fed and hydrated poorly. They are told their diets should be low-

fat, carbohydrate-based (grains), and much lower in proteins, so as to not be a 

burden on the planet. GMO vegetables are promoted. Fake meats as well (a 

Gates & Bezos investment).87,88 Yet, this does nothing to promote health. 

Preventing obesity issues and creating a real cradle-to-grave life healthy plan 

has escaped our Agencies once again. One will refuse to see this if they ignore 

confirming data points outside of COVID-19, for example. 

Below shows the problem in three graphics. 

 

2014 Business Insider referencing the CDC yearly obesity data sample 

https://www.businessinsider.com/cdc-the-most-obese-states-in-the-us-2014-9
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2021 Obesity Map (CDC) 

Quick analysis: disappearing green and yellow (20-30% obesity rates) and rising 

orange, burnt orange and red (30%+). 

 

90%+ of food is processed through these companies.89 We get too little fiber in 

concert with micronutrients and a lack of Omega-3 fatty acids; too much 

Omega-6 from seed and soybean oils, trans-fats, emulsifiers, salts and sugars.  

But as it turns out, there are other ways to die and one of them may be the very 

treatment of SARS-COV-2: a.k.a. the “mRNA” vaccines as noted. But it was 

https://archive.vn/4vdEc
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=nxyxcTZccsE
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seen as imperative to invest in dozens of COVID-19 products and a whole 

industry (as seen by the marketing and propaganda hustles growing 

exponentially) that surrounded it. Billions made in profit off human suffering.90  

What should have been a rational response with cheap therapeutics instead 

became, yet again, a highly-expensive, untested, and coercive-driven drug push 

by the same parties that were involved at the Wuhan lab (namely, Peter 

Daszak).91,92,93 To accept a shot on which no long-term trials proved mRNA was 

the right path to buttress one’s health, whether one is an adult or a minor.94 

Seemingly, that was never the point: the agenda was to condition compliance.  

Financial Note:  

The conspiracy surrounding COVID has more to do with worldwide financial 

collapse ($320T+ in debt95,96, $2 quadrillion+ in financial derivatives97) and the 

one-world digital control matrix (finance, resources, movements based on 

health98,99) being designed and prototyped at various world conferences since at 

least the Paris Climate Accords in 2017. 

This desire goes back much further (The Club of Rome) – but think of this like 

project management milestones. The goal for the top-tier parasitic elites, 

attached to the WEF or the Shanghai Cooperation Organization (SCO), a 

BRICS subset,100,101 is to control all the planet’s inhabitants through stick-n-

carrot approaches, at minimum, and by more coercive means – as China does – 

at a maximum. Control of the food, energy, money equals control of the 

population. 

Even China’s compliant population is taking to the streets as their lockdowns 

and COVID passes destroyed any hopes of normalcy of job, movement, or 

choice.102 This protest is against a standing army of 50 million men and Xi 

Jinping, dictator-for-life, at the head of CCP. This is a 5th generation war – the 

battlefield is inside and outside the mind, transactional, and all-encompassing. 

Such is pillared on control of the mass media and medical tyranny to achieve 

the Endgame: Humanity’s submission. This technocracy push echoes the 1930s 

and always involves killing millions, if not billions through famines, wars and 

diseases. This as major countries are heading into a demographic decline in 

concert with egregious levels of debt that will explode into a reserve currency 

battle and potential escalation of civils wars of revolution, again: more deaths.  

https://archive.ph/HNHpg
https://jasonpowers.substack.com/p/world-economic-model-excel-file
https://archive.ph/Nr4DB#selection-929.0-933.419
https://archive.ph/Nr4DB#selection-929.0-933.419
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Solution Path: A Private System (Pre-COVID Concept) 

 

From: A 2020 Healthcare Business Plan 

System Problem 

The push towards Public-Pay-For-All Option has always counter the reality of 

numbers. In 1990, more than 70% of people had their insurance via their 

employer, selecting it by their own accord. Even with all the Public Option push, 

that number has moved only to mid-60% level. The Warren Plan cited creates 

the same argument, playing on manipulating one’s emotions and poor alignment 

of incentives to choose that plan to achieve health mediocrity for all. 

 

One of the bigger issues in healthcare is the transparency of costs. The model 

never adopted the things that make people more secure, more able to make 

choices with confidence and less stress: that of knowing what things cost before 

or when a crisis comes. Key players, as discussed, from pharma to medical 

doctors to insurers, are substantial cost drivers through medical & administrative 

institutions. As government interference increases, individual liberty disappears. 

  

Individual Problem 

The root cause analysis of improving overall health plights start with diets. 

Eating with a purpose, eating items that can improve one’s being, has been 

ignored Nationally since the 1970s. In many cases, the FDA and their Food 

Pyramid taught ugly habits, propagandized carbohydrates over good fats and 

proteins, to name the most disconcerting, but not exhaustive in scope. Exercise 

https://www.amazon.com/gp/product/B083WN9HSW
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has not focused on building muscle. Instead, it’s been tied to cardio fitness 

(jogging) which when done, improperly, creates food urges, stress, and destroys 

any health goals. More gyms get added yearly, but obesity does not diminish as 

a National Issue. (Certain gyms focus on cardio almost exclusively, buying 

treadmills instead of 45-lb plates. This creates bad outcomes but adds profit to 

the system as people continue on the treadmill of bad and costly health issues.) 

System & Individual Solution 

Most solutions start with you. Until one accepts that accountability, many 

behaviors are working against the outcomes of many people. Even a well-

designed system needs people to make certain choices to garner the results 

they seek. But at the same time, the system, or systems need to be transparent 

on costs, design, healthcare function, and the access to them at right times. 

Health Care Models 

Below shows a high-level matrix regarding the various categories people find 

themselves in on a yearly or lifetime basis, regarding health system models. 

 
Emergency Trauma Centers – hospitals as most people call them – care for 

nearly 50% of the U.S. population by volume. (Obviously, some repeatedly 

visited these centers.)  
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At some point, we all are destined by probability for an emergency hospital visit. 

(5 times for this author: broken leg in 1981, baseball accident in 1987, military 

(post vaccination and mental crisis) in 1999, and a respiratory issue in 2015.) 

 

Intensive care and rehab centers are post-operation and recovery from trauma 

events. However, many times the care here has to be further shifted to Chronic 

arenas when the disease or body failure is seen as imminent. The choices are 

still in a patient’s hand, but require significant investment of time, focus, and 

also, finances. Thus, the variability of outcomes is largely dependent on the 

patient. 

 

Both the Diagnostic and Metabolic Models impact a large swath of U.S. 

population. The goal is clear: get knowledge, design a plan, and work that plan 

towards improving on one’s health. The duration and outcome generally 

override the cost concerns. People avoid immediately perceived pain – the 

duration of time needed to make behavioral changes – due to the delay of 

consequences. What they don’t see as an issue, becomes less important, less 

urgent, and less significant. 

 

The costs though are shared to the public now and later. First, the lethargy and 

suboptimal operation of one’s life impacts society: the ability to do things is 

deferred because less energy exists at present to do it. Second, whether an 

employee or entrepreneur, how much does one’s health and mindset impact 

results of one’s output or value? Lastly, once the onset of illness occurs, a 

chronic issue, such as obesity, the impacts increase exponentially, as do the 

costs to provide care. So, while the issue doesn’t trigger as quickly as an 

accident or viral disease, once it is in place, the body’s ability to recover takes 

on new importance, urgency, and significance. 

 

The ability to diagnose and prevent disease progression is the foundation of a 

healthy society. This is rooted in food intake, clean water, appropriate vitamins 

and minerals to supplement this. Natural and non-GMO foods are to the 

improvement of one’s life. But, as we should now know, the forces at the top of 

health, are captured, and unrelenting in their obsession to treat people as mere 

cattle to be prodded and poked with needles and operated on experimentally to 

justify a fictitious ROI for their investment hustles. (See: Sam Bankman Fried.) 
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Below is an assessment of the current versus an improved health model design. 

 
 

 
From: A 2020 Healthcare Business Plan These were designed prior to the 

COVID19 hustle. But the concepts still apply.  

https://www.amazon.com/gp/product/B083WN9HSW
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Nutrition Store. After diagnostic testing – DNA*, CMP 14 Panel – with 

recommended alterations, this physical action – to buy proper supplementations 

to counteract nutritional shortfalls – is critical to a repair plan. 

Personal Development Knowhow. The basics of nutrition, well-being, 

meditation, group conversations, and successful life management is vital. 

Food. Less, but more nutritious. It’s not the amount, but more critically, 

selections. A diet consistent with recommendations based on results of intake 

tied to a handful of dietary staples. 

Daily Walks. 10,000 steps is approximately 4 miles. If every hour at work one 

takes a 3-minute break and walk 300 steps that is 3,000, counting also going to 

and from a car daily. A 40-minute walk daily at 120 steps per minute gives 

another 4,800. Add in normal movement daily, and 10,000 is easily achievable. 

Use the walk to work through issues of living on a hectic planet. 

Lifting and Combined Movements. Design of a program that pushes boundaries 

of physical training and is fun for that individual. Obstacles and challenges 

create health and fun. 

Proper Rest Routine. Black out curtains. Change of electronic habits. 

Temperature of room. No TV in the bedrooms – a problem in American Society – 

has driven us away from rest. 

Labs. Labs that can run a spectrum analysis of heavy metal toxicity and fMRIs 

to test cognitive declines and underlying neuro-psychological issues. Patient 

history cataloging food intakes, habits (cell phones storage by genital areas 

reduces testosterone) and potential geographic interactions tied to food. 

 

* The recent COVID-19 genetic manipulation requires additional thinking (and 

restrictions) on this concept as trust of medical professionals.  
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III ECONOMY 

In December of 1945, the United States logged nearly half of the world’s 

GDP.103,104 It was the breadbasket, the manufacturing engine, the financial apex 

of a world at the lowest point after a brutal war fought, yet again, over Europe, 

and later, around the Globe. The U.S.’s battle armaments (23 fleet carriers 

among 6,500 ships)105 dwarfed the totality of all but the USSR land army.  

Economic might is not a small thing for any state. But it is routinely squandered 

by charlatans and hustlers in politics to feed their bank accounts at the expense 

of their constituents. The lack of accountability and prosecutions since that time 

is fostered up by globalization (financialization triggered in August 1971106), 

destroying the middle-class U.S. family – done expertly by Democrats and 

Republicans alike – while the Petro-dollar powered down our fiat currency to 

3.8% of what it bought in 1913.107 (The Federal Reserve must be eliminated.) 

The worldwide issue is one of power, greed and corruption. Often, the labeling 

of this as “capitalism’s fault” is to smear a lot of fair-trade policies into the same 

bucket, or a poisoned well, if you will. At the local level, farmers and 

manufacturers are barely surviving, and the governments intentionally subsidize 

them to destroy crops, produce less, interfering towards a managed, socialist 

economy. The politicians and agency slugs cut deals for their cronies on Wall 

Street, Fleet Street, or some other international banking cartel’s domicile, while 

using those Praetorian parrots in media to cheerlead up fables of altruistic and 

noble natures to get investors to ante up in casino-styled stock exchanges.  

Then, as we’ve seen recently, when a massive crime is revealed, a hard pivot 

comes to “regulate” so the Masses “won’t get harmed.”108 Elizabeth Warren, 

never shy about expressing her Indian opinion, said: 

“The U.S., along with other nations, requires banks to comply with know-

your-customer rules and track large transfers of money to prevent money 

laundering. This requirement extends to all other financial transactions, 

including dealings with stockbrokers, purchases on credit cards, transfers 

on Venmo and even use of Western Union to send money to relatives in 

other countries. When banks violate the rules, they deserve sanctions, but 

many crypto transactions occur outside the reach of current know-your-

customer rules. Congress should stitch up that loophole. 

Finally, crypto-mining firms polluting and straining power grids should be 

required to disclose their emissions and energy consumption to the public. 

https://archive.ph/zvE9O#selection-333.247-361.275
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The Energy Department has the tools to require these disclosures, but if 

it’s unwilling to use them, Congress should step in.”109 

This problem-reaction-solution mechanism kicks on, yet again. The Regulators 

make wolves seem judicious and sacrificing; the small investors are punished 

for any nickel they had; the institutional money walks away with more weapons 

for barriers to entry; and Sam Bankman Fried’s limited hangout goes into the 

history book as yet another capitalistic pig’s failing, but “altruistically” so. 

This game was rigged by those that use fiat currency, government force, and 

rigged market illusions to get what they want. Sam was all for regulation110 – and 

he knew his regulators well – via his business and romance partnership’s relative 

and MIT-connected professors, later the SEC regulator.111 Like Madoff before 

him (head of NASDAQ in the early 1990s), Bankman ran his exchange (FTX).112 

 

(Business Insider, FEC.GOV) 

Throughout history, the doom of economies lay in lack of due diligence, 

government interventionism, and unregulated (by lack of prosecution) of banks 

that will put speculative profits ahead of rational business investments. The 

ability to do this only increased under recent technological improvements, 

financial product expansions (OTC Derivatives & Shadow Banks) and a FED 

that has generated the largest bubble in world history since 2008. 

~ 

https://www.businessinsider.com/ryan-salame-pandemic-preparedness-ted-budd-katie-britt-bo-hines-2022-9
https://www.fec.gov/data/receipts/individual-contributions/?contributor_name=Salame%2C+Ryan&contributor_name=sam+bankman&two_year_transaction_period=2022&min_date=01%2F01%2F2021&max_date=12%2F31%2F2022
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The best analogy is high plant inventory that hides production (structural), 

quality (malinvestment) and personnel (resource) issues. Structural problems of 

U.S. economy stem from over reliance on tech platforms that are not productive 

towards physical infrastructure, improvement of local economies, or 

decentralized in their usage. Rather, tech platforms (FANGS) coalesced 

towards the coastal waters and partnered with government (actual fascism) 

liberally. Malinvestment is most naked when U.S government debt has grown in 

21 years by over $25 trillion.113 But at least $14 trillion went to absolutely 

pointless wars – against “foes” that posed zero homeland threat – paying off the 

Pentagon and politicians that engaged in wars for their personal benefit.114,115 

(Sam Bankman Fried (SBF) set up a Ukraine crypto partnership in March 

2022.116,117 And Sam’s and other FTX 2022 donations118, to both parties, placed 

FTX as the 2nd largest Democrat donor after George Soros.119 Sam (and 

George) are well-connected to the Clintons; and their various foundations are 

funded as well by Bill Gates to the tune of over $500 million.120) 

Resources, intellectual or natural occurring, have been misused or degraded 

through Globalist policies of spoils to the connected few from government to the 

corporations (like the Carlyle Group). The last five U.S. Presidents can be 

blamed and potentially charged with crimes against humanity and treason. Their 

wars were not to defend the U.S. against substantial enemies; rather, they were 

exploitative boondoggles, that killed and permanently disabled 10s of thousands 

of Americans, and well north of 700,000 Iraqis, Afghanis, and Ukrainians, in 

mass, and this estimated number grows still.121,122 Other instances, such as 

selling U.S. uranium123, and allowing technology to be transferred or stolen (in 

the billions by the Chinese124), while spying on U.S. citizens, who didn’t do any 

of the above crimes, reflects psychopathy in the total picture throughout these 

past 30 plus years. This “make evil” U.S. government fails all U.S. citizens and 

allows our enemies to win both the moral (and military) 5 th gen war.125,126 

Our Founders would have expedited trials for the behaviors of these men of 

political and financial power. 21st century U.S. LEOS refuse to apply the 

Constitution – because then such behaviors, spotlighted, and ethics, shown, 

would gut the institutions of D.C. down to just janitors and mailroom operators. 

If one wants an economy back, remove these corrupt bankers, politicians, and 

their technology minions. Then the Common People will gladly do what our 

Forefathers did: build a country the likes of which no one dare challenge.  

https://therevolvingdoorproject.org/powells-carlyle-past-meets-the-feds-ethics-scandal-present/
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IV ENERGY 

Without ample energy, a civilization cannot thrive. Most of the industrial 

progress (and short-term pollution) came about in the past 200 years. It 

coincides with the rise of the United States, and the resentment that comes with 

that rise. (Particularly, in Europe and China where vested interests despise and 

disdain the American Experiment. It why so much effort is made to strip the U.S. 

of manufacturing, motivation and morality to achieve the goal of its 

destruction.127 Sadly, Washington D.C. is filled with Sino-EU pandering fasco-

socialists with military ambitions that have aided the causes of these 

internationally vested interests, making agreements with these parasites.) 

Such billionaire fortunes, in the post-Civil War era, were made in oil, steel, and 

patented ingenuity. The railroad formation and shipbuilding sectors are what 

brought the country into the 20 th century under the power of steam; then oil-

propelled; and lastly, burgeoning electrical distribution. The cities grew; the 

countryside prospered through new ideas to engage oil, water, coal, and all 

methods of power generation. The wealth of that progress guided the country 

well from the 1900s to 1970s despite progressive policies to the contrary. 

Sadly, our ingeniousness has ignored the Energy Sector for too long. Nuclear 

power is not nuclear weaponry. The ignorance and propaganda, since the 

1970s, has kept down an industry that would be thriving if not for the unstated 

goal (above) to push the United States towards its demise. Worse still: the 

politicians and their agencies assisted in this since the 1970s with inflation/war/ 

oil shocks coming with Nixon’s move off the gold standard to the petrodollar. 

Why? And what can we do about it? 

~ 

A generic Why is tied to investments and ulterior motives of politicians and 

MNCs that, like the food sector, pay lobbyists to get politicians and regulators to 

choose winners and losers. Their investments lay abroad; and their loyalties do 

as well. 

The Present Tense Why. It is an unfortunate fact that while our country can 

properly feed, house, provide energy, and build amazing structures, and 

generate excess energy and food for the world, it now has a President issuing 

irrational edicts (EO 13990) to destruct methods to do this (Agency review and 

the Keystone XL pipeline) in the name of a “climate agenda.”128,129 A President, 

https://www.federalregister.gov/documents/2021/01/25/2021-01765/protecting-public-health-and-the-environment-and-restoring-science-to-tackle-the-climate-crisis
https://archive.ph/hkOJw#selection-1143.9-1145.367
https://archive.ph/hkOJw#selection-1271.9-1273.447
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whose administrative lackeys, shame and destroy the oil industry, through these 

intentionally destructive policies,130 while the President’s son obsessively 

pursued kickbacks on oil and LNG deals with our adversaries well into 2018. 

 

Example: A Rosneft deal nixed for: $.02/gal margin on 100M gallons.131  

That son (and the POTUS’s brother) was keenly involved in deals with China, 

Russia, Kazakhstan, and Ukraine.132 And such entanglements are the THESIS 

to Joe Biden’s attempt to betray, sell out, and therefore, commit treason against 

the United States of America because his allegiance (and behavior) is to protect 

himself, and his family, from any legal inquiry and legal-binding convictions up to 

(and including) treason. The Agencies of the United States of America are co-

conspirators – from the DOJ, FBI to the CIA133 and others too numerous to list 

out here – in both ignoring and aiding in the enrichment of the Bidens while 

covering up the largest scandal in U.S. History. This ultimate charge stems from 

“adhering to our enemies,” and “giving them aid and comfort within the United 

States or elsewhere.”134,135 (See: Footnotes 124 and 125.) 

https://archive.ph/DzKGO
https://archive.ph/UypYg
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Hunter Biden’s Laptop provided details on his CEFC negotiations. A 17-page 

PowerPoint Presentation on “Monkey Island” translated into Chinese by his 

assistant, a CCP operative, was due to start in 2023 according to JiaQi Bao.136  

 

11/26/22 Archive on SPR Stocks (continued draining of reserves, why?) 

https://archive.ph/5Spdl
https://archive.ph/1hNqX#selection-994.0-1105.6
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Meanwhile, we saw the media complex levy a phony war (over Russia) against 

the prior administration from its outset. The intel-backed media do daily dives 

into the 45th POTUS’s entire life: from his business taxes, real estate valuations, 

China to Mar-a-Logo documents137, or random sexual harassment allegations. 

These same media folks ignored the largest betrayal in U.S. history by a 

Senator, VP, and now the sitting POTUS. Joe Biden is the posterchild of the 

entirety of the rotten political system, festering like a boil in front of the 

international community, but hidden from ½ the population that watch but one 

movie on the MSM cable outlets. (U.S. Federal Agencies are constantly blaming 

one political side as well. Which is an evil plan in and of itself.138) 

It isn’t that Trump can’t be guilty; it is that the Establishment needs him to be 

guilty in order to maintain control of the narrative, that of: “media and 

government tell the truth.” One notices the prior occupants of the White House 

were never harassed (and using J6 is not a valid reason at all) like Trump is 

after his departure. If we are going to be morally consistent, which is a novel 

approach, then all crimes (not just the ones we want to be enforced for political 

spite and power) have to be prosecuted fairly and with legitimate due process.  

But one knows that is a dream. Which is why Biden is so dangerous to the 

Republic and serves agendas that come from 3 rd parties (Obama, WEF, 

BlackRock, Xi Jinping) and not in defense of the United States, thus: treason. 

Getting back to energy solutions. The policy prescriptions are to stop hindering 

energy production and invest correctly in nuclear power while keeping oil, LNG, 

and coal at the head of a thriving sector.139 The choice of energy mixes does not 

require the unachievable Net-Zero policy that extremists want. But let’s entertain 

the notion that such an idea has merit for a moment. 

Where is the pilot program to reflect a moderate city (1M) could operate off a 

grid of wind, solar and hydroelectric power? Including all the transportation and 

heating and cooling (HVAC) needs? Why not do a 3-year rapid build to reflect 

this? (Note: This ignores the input products and environment damage incurred.) 

Without a visible prototype (at $100B?), to determine actual cost outlays 

needed, and measurable reduction to pollutants, there is no way to assess 

properly (a due diligence methodology) of “Net Zero” predicted outlays (reaching 

$150 trillion, or more, over 30 years) by Bank of America’s calculations.140 

When did any of this Agenda go through the Population as a Referendum? 
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Why is this a black-white choice presently between Zero Carbon and starving 

people, as some have surmised (Jordan Peterson (9:00))?  

Why is China immune from the discussion, given all the coal plants they are 

operating and building? (Bill Gates, a climate hustler, gave the “historic 

emissions” argument 1:30).141 This is logically flawed. One doesn’t base world-

altering policy on “past contributions.” One bases any policy on logical benefits 

(if any) had with forward-looking environmental improvements. Given that China 

produces 29% of CO2 emissions or “pollutants” (2016)142 – and yes, this is tied to 

consumer buying (and MNCs outsourcing to corrupt China) – they should not get 

a free pass. Yet, Xi just gave China one until, at least, 2030.143 (This tells us it is 

not about saving anything, or anyone. This is merely a cover for a social control 

grift unparalleled in human history.) (See: Appendix on China’s impacts.) 

When world leaders have shown they cannot manage a viral outbreak, or the 

finances of their countries,144,145 who would grant them any hope of 

reformulating a “world climate trajectory” with 100s of trillions in investment 

paired up with notoriously greedy MNCs as Klaus Schwab promotes always 

those public-private partnerships? Given technocrats authoritarian tendencies 

(expressed aloud), why are we to entertain any of this in the slightest? 

A whole book on energy policy would barely scratch the surface, but these bullet 

points and sources are a start: 

 One must keep the current infrastructure going while seeking or investing in 

alternatives that are not worse than the problem itself. 

 CO2 emissions are overstated, oversimplistic, and undermining of benefits 

seen in studies regarding planet temperatures and ecological health. 

 Nuclear energy is the cleanest for the CO2 emissions obsessed.146,147,148 

 Electric cars149 rely on mining rare Earth metals across the globe150 from poor 

nation-states151 & cause more environmental damage152 and do not achieve 

any reduction in pollution.153 These metals are being exploited by China154,155 

to provide Western Democracies their fetishized obsession with electric cars, 

driven by propaganda “marketing” and ill-intentioned, Globalist billionaires. 

 The conversation on environmental policy needs to be open and country-

wide held. Any debate should be towards localized solutions and a better 

understanding of tradeoffs and benefits. Moreover, the de-emphasis on the 

banking, multi-national companies directives along with U.S. agencies. 

Humanity needs less of these parasites operating levers of power, quickly.156 

https://rumble.com/v1wnt2i-you-need-slaves-to-be-a-tyrant-jordan-peterson-on-global-elites.html
https://youtu.be/yhg51CuLRa0?t=90
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 If bioengineers have a real solution – not some prototype a decade or more 

away – then present the package clearly without hustling us for dollars. 

 

Why is investment so lagging in fusion or next generation nuclear power?157,158  

https://www.zerohedge.com/energy/net-energy-gain-us-scientists-makes-breakthrough-nuclear-fusion
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V EDUCATION 

Most economic models include the concept of the knowledge capital of a 

country. The heart of a country’s ability to achieve flows from the latitude of its 

citizens to make their lives prosperous. That comes out of their intellect and their 

motivations to attain for themselves and their offspring prosperous paths.  

A solid framework of education – the ability to use logic, read well, derive ideas 

from open-minded analysis of history, science, and mathematics – portends 

such abilities will be unlocked. Logic allows one to analyze the world; reading 

gives one an ability to free the mysteries of science and history alike; the field of 

mathematics grows in complexity within the realm of biology and physics in 

tandem. These are the basic foundations on which a child, and later, inspired 

young adult, will never lose, if these are the keen focus of education. 

In one’s estimation, such concepts were discarded for the chosen benefit of a 

despicable set of administrators, union bosses, and their most gullible teachers. 

This came vividly into view during 2020 – as a massive agenda was rolled out to 

destroy children’s educational and IQ attainment159 – most vividly seen in 

metropolitan, Democrat-led cities.160,161,162 The media’s COVID fear machine,163 

healthcare cronies, and the D.C. Health Agency apparatus dismissed parental 

rights. (To educate their kids appropriately without coercive masks or vaccines.) 

In lockstep, schools nationwide installed a race-based, equity-driven, blame-

game, Marxist grift. School boards were purposefully obtuse, deploying DARVO 

tactics with the assistance of DHS164; the NEA,165UTA, and AFT166 operated as 

political fiefdoms of power, making demands in a crisis situation; and teachers 

whined about providing education, using COVID as a weapon to pad up their 

bottom lines through educational blackmail of the kids and their parents. 

All children were left behind. The common core theme was Cultural Marxism. 

~ 

If people want their country back, the Foundations of Education must be 

restored. Educators must be held to account through validating their lesson 

plans and adherence to a narrowly defined and professional presentation. 

Women, who make up 3 in 4 educators at present167, cannot be openly hostile to 

minors; sexualizing them; or shaming them for any race, sex or religion these 

impressionable young minds are.168 This goes as well for the male teachers.  
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Furthermore, these educators should be fired for any attempts to influence a 

kids’ sexual reproductive path, no matter their student’s age. K-12 

EDUCATORS are not doctors – or clinical psychologists – nor paid to be one.169 

And more dangerously: the title “psychologist” should not mean a lot either.170 

Politics should not be a topic of discussion until the later years of high school 

(16-18) and then to teach the U.S. Constitutional political process and not 

activist-laden agendas. 

Since 2010’s Citizens United ruling,171 money pumped into politics by 

corporations and government-funded workers, as teachers in unions are, has 

escalated substantially.172 These donations by teachers and their unions 

overwhelmingly landed in Democrat or liberal groups ’ hands (98%).173 (See: 

Appendix.)  

It is not a stretch of the imagination that teachers indoctrinate children based on 

their favored political party’s ideological pivots. This creates an echo chamber of 

ideas, as censorship runs the breath of K-16 education. And more dangerously, 

it appears that mental instability is pronounced amongst many “teachers.”174  

All school boards’ elections should include a community-wide no-confidence 

vote, to remove them for cause (a presented case and a local majority vote 

decision). Unions have shown their leftist agendas; those bargaining units 

should be abolished due to rampant corruption and inflated self-importance.175 

Race was reintroduced by a grifter class of malevolent forces (Robin 

DiAngelo,176Ibram X. Kendi,177Bishop Garrison,178 et. al.) to define the United 

States, like our common adversaries do, namely: China and Russia.179 These 

are done to demoralize, destabilize, bring about a crisis, and then normalize 

these toxic ideas towards authoritarian rule. The grifters care not about the harm 

they induce on society as many of these people are backstopped by billionaires 

George Soros and Bill Gates (of common core educational debacle).180,181  

Their grift, Critical Race Theory, is defined as, “an academic theory that says 

U.S. institutions and culture are systemically racist and oppressive to racial 

minorities, especially black people. Proponents of the theory advocate anti-

racism and diversity, equity, and inclusion as means to combat the effects of 

systemic racism. Critics say the theory and its proposed solutions create and 

exacerbate racial division.”182 The top U.S. medical schools are utilizing this 

ideology,183 reflecting the depth of the poison being ushered through Social 

https://archive.vn/p9bce
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Justice & ESG credit scoring system that is comically flawed. (Telsa was rated 

lower than FTX; neither company is particularly good for anything useful.184) 

Anyone is free to engage these ideas on their own independent time. A K-12 

heaping of race-baiting and transsexualization of minors, is abominable.185 No 

parent, with sanity, would want their kid so retarded, intellectually, to see all their 

classmates (or adults) as merely by their skin color or their reproductive utility. 

Any teacher, librarian, administrator, or counselor pushing these topics (through 

speeches, assignments, surveys, lent books, private lessons et. al.) is a 

sociopath, of some form, and should be removed, and harshly investigated. 

~ 

A teacher’s role is to be a conduit to critical thinking through garnered ability to 

complete assignments and build towards more complex ones. These have to be 

age appropriate; and yet challenging with a probability of failing them as well. 

The prefrontal cortex of the brain is not fully developed until the mid-20s.186 

Meaning: the input, before that time, of toxic ideas, repetitively, will be ingrained 

into one’s adulthood. Thus, the dangers of priming a child to abusive and toxic 

environmental factors, or psychological abuse (such as COVID was). As 

education is an individual-dominate pursuit, it needs flexible mentors that guide 

growth for that individual based on accepting responsibility and accountability, 

creatively, within a framework that has worked well in many prior generations. 

Else, “garbage in” creates the “garbage out” society visible nearly worldwide.  

One cannot believe this has to be told: But the education system has miserably 

failed under the guise of equity, diversity, and inclusivity. The numbers reflect it 

time and time again. Failing grades yet passed to the next level.187 Poor 

standard test scores because teachers do not challenge (or push CRT and other 

poisonous ideas) onto their students. (See: Appendix on dilution of the SAT.) 

Any educator that complains about pay knows not the difficulty of anyone 

attempting to run and operate a small business. Those small businesses, run by 

parents, were under government attack during COVID-19 as well – were aided 

by these self-important educators and their big unions for political purposes. 

Educators are a very spoiled group – substantial off time in all seasons, lax 

supervision as parents found out – and refuse any ACCOUNTABILITY for their 

obvious failures and unusual focus on their wants over the educational needs of 

their students. (Remember Educator: you were once that student!) 

https://archive.ph/0XjXl#selection-2739.1-2775.223
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Montage of Corey A. DeAngelis Thread Archive 

Money is not the problem either; rather, the layers of bureaucracy, that do 

nothing useful for the student, is. We have a bureaucracy flaw; an accountability 

flaw; and an ideology flaw. 

It is time to fix these and move forward quickly. 

~ 

To discuss any solutions, requires that we look at root causes, key parties, and 

note that a student & parent-centered education system is the best option. 

• Parents: Family dynamics, money, time, and communication 

• Students: Listen to their parents, educate their parents on their teachers 

• Teachers: Listen to their students, design a classroom for success, inform 

parents, but not to snitch on their pupils 

• Administrators: Build a teaching core that values their role, positive people, 

and seek less conflict amongst the above actors 

• Governments: limited involvement and localized influence 

• Businesses: Make educators aware of short-term, mid-term, long-term skill 

needs 

• Society: How students become leaders. Ethical. Courageous. Motivated. 

https://threadreaderapp.com/thread/1595538374982508544.html
https://archive.ph/Bm2fd
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Parents & Students 

The involvement of parents in their children’s growth is essential, if not 

paramount. An overwhelming majority of parents want the best for their kids. 

The problem is: between their own hectic schedules, tied often to marital 

schisms, and a lack of awareness of the sinister motivations had by Public 

School Systems nationwide, these well-meaning parents are fighting an octopus 

of engrained ideology, politicalized teachers, and overarching world agendas. 

Parents need choices that are not tied to the Public System as it is at present. 

Several designs, including money that follows the child, charter schools and 

homeschooling systems, exist, but are resisted significantly by the U.S. 

Department of Education and their State Satellites. Teachers unions fervently 

lobby for restrictions to undermine Parental Rights in steering their child’s 

education. These teachers are indoctrinated with Marxist ideology as former 

KGB member, and defector, Yuri Bezmenov noted back in the 1984.188 

This Marxist objective ties to the United Nations Agenda to use health (through 

the WHO which is controlled by Gates and Xi Jinping through their puppet 

Tedros) to reduce parental involvement at any level of the child’s education. 

This can be seen in February 2020 emails sent to Anthony Fauci about 

conferencing for vaccine hesitancy, specifically targeting children, and 

undercutting parental choices through various forms of coercion, up to and 

including forced vaccination.189 The conference was co-chaired by Peter Daszak 

and vaccine policy was designed by California law professor Dorit 

Reiss.190,191,192 One Health193 is a method to pull kids out of the control of 

parents much akin to the Bolshevik Revolution that later destructed marriages in 

the mid-1920s.194 Family is the key American connective tissue that the STATE 

has decided is unworthy; and their technocrats have an ideological focus195 to 

bully, shame, and destruct any resistance to that worthiness judgment by the 

STATE. (See: Appendix for Daszak’s One Health & Fauci emails.) 

Students need the same variety and ability to stretch their options while in a 

structured and stable environment. The Homeschooling option, potentially 

based off a rotational schedule where parents’ backgrounds create a well-

rounded education, should blossom. Practicality in learning is a necessity. 

Teachers 

Teachers must up their educational abilities going forward as well. More 

technical and interdisciplinary, for any environment, whether public, private, or 

homeschooling. Below shows an example of the new educational degree.  

https://jasonpowers.substack.com/api/v1/file/88c16be4-8554-4678-857e-6a141b591c79.pdf
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Administrators 

Administrators and School Boards are critical failure points. These need de-

emphasis in education. The centralized control of hiring teachers and classroom 

curriculum, that are not observed or even tracked for success, is a path to 

educational failure. The teachers are incapable of doing their jobs by their 

training and lack the oversight and measurements of successful educating. 

Downsizing layers of management that do not work is needed quickly. 

Charter schools became popular because of public schools pronounced 

shortfalls. But like medicine, the agenda and money from unions lashed out at 

this alternative to their indoctrinating hegemonic power in “education.” 

Another point, a classroom is not a dictatorship. It is cooperation of forces that 

function best when people deescalate conflicts and treat people fairly, but 

sternly, when they act out. Discipline is needed, early; and often, a simple phone 

call to the parent could resolve this. Many parents should want their kids to 

know they do not tolerate tantrums, without a legally grounded basis for them. 

To do this disciplining, trust is needed by parents of the teachers who provide 

their children appropriate encouragement as well in the classroom. 

Note: One remembers getting spanked (paddled) in 1980 by his black teacher in 

Winchester, Tennessee. Mrs. Nelson was my favorite schoolteacher in life. And 

no, her outward appearance did not matter. But one notes it because the 
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administrators today, and the hard left psychologists, do not promote any 

disciplining of children. Because of this, along with affirming children’s tantrums, 

the schools are now hellscapes run by emotional stunted and stressed women 

that are trained their wants are more important than anything or anyone. 

Wonder why children are so confused?  

Between lack of fathers (as divorces and single motherhood rates climb to 40% 

overall, and higher in black communities) and resentful teachers whose mindset 

is about themselves, past grievances, and spewing the talking points learned in 

media, college, technocrats in Washington D.C., or through the despisable UN, 

the average teacher is little more than a mediocre babysitter at best. 

These women (primarily, but not exclusively) require additionally self-reflection 

and time away from this field, it appears. Some of them are talented and could 

be rescued into a better school choice option. As many that escaped the Public-

School Hegemony found out, there are more fulfilling ways to expand the talents 

of their charges. Competition breeds the best educators and best students. 

Governments, Business & Society 

Governments need to stay out of the classroom. Their pernicious creep into the 

classrooms can be noted as apart of “the long march through the institutions” or 

Cultural Marxism. The expansion of middle-level bureaucracies that get paid six-

figures to do nothing of importance,196 can been seen as well in big technology 

platforms, like Twitter.197 This expansion of “do-nothings” built up into a class-

conscious power structure that is a 21st century, Techo-Fascist-Communist 

Paradigm (TFCP) being sought at present around the World.198 

Governments used their monopoly on force and violence to contort relationships 

in education and business realms while encouraging abrogation of 

Constitutional Rights. This needs well-paid and ideologically-driven people in 

popular centers of debate (like Twitter or Facebook).199 Those places were 

discovered to be working to censor folks about a myriad of topics,200 abridging 

any rights to speak, using newly formed “fact checkers” who are neither subject 

matter experts, nor particular versed in legal matters, and even if they are, they 

attack expertise and speech rights routinely. They are fervent proponents of 

controlling all people; and well-paid to do their jobs of “just following orders.”201 

This can be best seen Worldwide as the foisted guise of climate change 

interjected into the classrooms, from the UN (SDGs) through ESG,202 run by 
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central bankers (digital currency that can be controlled at a whim), who are 

subverting governments, monopolistic companies (Apple: key to education), and 

institutions down to your hometown. Social Credit Scores are in China; but these 

are in “beta testing” for all Western Countries, particularly the United States. 

Your educator likely barely touches on, and rarely would push back against, the 

climate agenda propped up by: “effective altruism.”203 The propaganda pushes 

to educators, the monetary incentives, and most importantly, the de-platforming 

for any non-compliance operates to keep them on board with climate, racial 

justice, and a host of other extremist positions (transgenderism promotion).204 

TFCP is driven by many ideological, non-elected people, many of them seen at 

the World Economic Forum, headed by Klaus Schwab. Schwab is but a vocal 

figurehead of the Royal Family, now headed by King Charles III as of late 2022. 

The Royals are connected to censorship pushes205 and keenly lead climate 

change policy.206 Europe, in total, lacks natural resources, compared to the 

Asian land mass, North America, Africa or Australia. Europe’s debt levels are 

not sustainable and the powers-that-be know this all too well.207 

This particular climate agenda came on very hard after the 2008 crisis.208 Then, 

the World Central Banks used quantitative easing, printing money, to float the 

banking systems on a pool of zero-interest cash that was directed only to their 

behemoth entities. Those behemoth entities then hustled up an agreement with 

the radical fringes of ideology to keep countervailing forces at bay, while de-

emphasizing rational and working systems, labeling them racist.209 This was 

well-timed with Occupy Wall Street, The Tea Party, and other movements that 

were highly upsetting to the oligarchic powers that directly wrecked the World 

Economy. These movements one will say were not all truly organic, being 

sabotaged quickly; with media-based ways to shift conversations (divide-n-rule); 

and lo, the Citizens United decision, expertly opened the corporate door to even 

larger narrative control mechanisms (political dominance and ESG deployment). 

Going back further, the oligarchic powers and political forces pushed loan 

products towards persons unable to meet FICO loan requirements by lowering 

those standards to get a home, car, or other big-ticket items. This was due to a 

lack of new customers – homeownership reached an equilibrium point for those 

that could pay – to put into Wall Street’s mortgage back securities (MBS). These 

MBS instruments themselves were then sliced (tranches) and packaged further 

into credit derivatives (CDS) for the casino (bond and equity) markets to bet on 

https://archive.ph/NxahS
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daily. Whether by chance, or design, the market collapsed just after 

deregulation (started under Clinton and finished under the Bush administration), 

reflecting neither Party desires rational policies while impacting your lives.210 
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VI INTERVENTIONISM 

On the day before 9/11, then Secretary of Defense Donald Rumsfeld admitted 

that:  

“Our financial systems are decades old. [Speaking of Pentagon systems.] 

According to some estimates, we cannot track $2.3 trillion dollars in 

transactions. We cannot share information from floor to floor in the 

building because it’s stored on dozens of different technological systems 

that are inaccessible or incompatible.”211 

The next day, in the early morning hours, New York City’s World Trade Center 

and Washington D.C.’s Pentagon were attacked via a plot, years in the making. 

From that day, the National Security State expanded and stripped away 

people’s rights under the cover of “fighting terrorism” abroad, while “stoking it” 

on the Homeland, using internet honeytraps in the years to come. The PATRIOT 

Act (passed in 45 days)212 and the FISA court were developed; and continue on 

to this day. From those liberty-robbing dual acts, a myriad of constitutionally 

illegal actions was allowed without ado from the controlled media to the 

sheepish public (including spying and sabotaging a U.S. President by his 

opponent (with the help of the Obama administration) via a British Ex-Spy. 

Notable, after 9/11, the U.S. toggled from Afghanistan to Iraq and then to a host 

of other countries. General Wesley Clark received a command directive from 

Rumsfeld’s subordinates lackeys in late September 2001 that left him 

dumbstruck.213 Clark said in an interview: “We got a good military and we can 

take down governments…We gonna take out seven countries in five years…  [Oil 

was the motivator.] Nobody is threatening to intervene in Africa.”214 A history on 

the pre-and-post-craziness of 9/11 can be found at CorbettReport.com.215 

This sort of insanity (government takedowns and “mission creep”) is why we are 

$31 trillion in U.S. national debt, but that is a small fragment of U.S debt-held 

obligations. No one should be justifying this disruptive method, generally known 

as “world policing,” that has been in action since the late 1940s. 

Then, while the threat of the USSR was real, and well-acknowledged, by the 

takeover of countries in Eastern Europe, the impetus of the fledgling CIA, 

headed up Allen Dulles (53-61) while his brother ran the State Dept (John 

Foster) from 1953-59, shifted to covert ops (Iran, Guatemala), front businesses, 

and destabilization of countries that disagreed with the supposed U.S. policy. 

Little mentioned, their sister Eleanor, operated at State (Economic Post War 

Planning) throughout the 1940s; and sat as a key member of the Bretton Woods 

https://www.corbettreport.com/corbett-report-documentaries/
https://www.corbettreport.com/corbett-report-documentaries/
https://www.corbettreport.com/corbett-report-documentaries/
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monetary meeting that formed the IMF/World Bank. She was assigned to 

“foreign aid programs and visited 60 countries,” starting in 1959 and later fired in 

1962 after brother Allen was dismissed by Kennedy.216 

Such cohesive power is not by a quirky accident. The Dulles brothers started 

their journey of destabilization in 1920s Germany as lawyers for the 

Rockefellers. The scientific importation of Nazis, Operation Paperclip, into the 

United States is not to be ignored either after WW2 under the Dulles’ orbit.217 

Late, in the Eisenhower’s administration, Dwight said the quiet part out loud, 

regarding the “Military Industrial Complex.” President Eisenhower likely 

understated this predictive omen of things to come. And he was not unfamiliar 

with war in the slightest; but did not resist the expanding power of the complex. 

Ike’s misgivings were felt by his successor as the “conspiracy theory” term was 

born, smearing those in pursuit of answers regarding JFK’s brutal assassination. 

Between LBJ and Joe Biden, the United States has rarely been without 

hostilities, our proxy and undeclared wars eagerly sought out by the Pentagon. 

Vietnam, Iraq, Afghanistan and Ukraine are the well-known and most costly 

theatres of note. But other places are so numerous, often going on for years, 

without a peep from the media, that unless it serves the purpose of the State 

and Defense Departments to garner leverage on the sitting President, no one 

but the most well-informed person will know what said conflict is actually about, 

allowing corrupt actors to profit immensely from these hidden wars. 

If ever there was a legitimate beef the “Old Left” had, this topic would be highest 

on that list. But, as time as shown, the “New Left” cares only about Power; 

through abusing individual rights; and exploiting issues to garner more attention 

for themselves. Warmongering is easiest by those that do the least dying. 

If the United States wants its MORALITY back, it must cease the militaristic 

obsession to propagate and protract such World Policing cum War Profiteering. 

By deploying evil strategies, because “we have a good military,” this will lead to 

the ultimate destruction of that military, and the entirety of U.S. and collateral 

damage hitherto unfathomable upon ALL HUMANITY. This does not mean we 

refuse to aid our ALLIES; rather, we do so on terms that are well-stated and 

narrow, grounded in a Constitutional process, and a deep understanding of the 

PRICES of WAR. Such PERILS ABROAD are real for ALL of US.  

BE CAUTIOUS of ANYONE saying OTHERWISE.  

https://archive.ph/AzYJS#selection-461.0-461.349
https://www.jewishvirtuallibrary.org/operation-paperclip
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VII MEDIA 

The opinions of folks in a cornfield in Iowa are closer to the truth than The New 

York Times. Why? Because they stick to facts on the ground, the Earth itself. 

The entirety of media complex faced a declining viewership with the advent of 

the internet. Like Gutenberg changed the game for the monastic scribes of the 

day, to the lasting benefit of artisans and random people who later acquired 

greater ability to read and write (Shakespeare), the instantaneous and peer-to-

peer abilities of internet conversation manifested out of the early 1990s in large 

part off of DARPA’s late 1960s ARPANET.218 

The media industry formulated a strategy in the 20th century of creating 

networks, movie and publishing houses, and controlled regulators that protected 

them from significant challenges. Media was a vital institution – and it could 

shape and transform opinions by appearing dispassionate, in some outlets, 

while having an agenda. As gatekeepers, and controllers of narrative, facts, and 

with the intel agencies doing cameos to appear helpful (or explicitly controlling 

narratives in full), the public received a pre-packaged and coordinated program 

that told them what to think, how to think, and when to care about what event, 

person or idea. In short, a happy propaganda to make their lives easier to 

digest; or full-on fear mongering if the State actors decided it was needed. 

The 90s internet was profoundly unique, at its nascent start, for people to get 

information from a firsthand source halfway around the world. This meant the 

media was superfluous and could be literally “fact checked” by people who 

tapped their newly acquired sources in country. 

Little did we realize how quickly the government and those concerned media 

industries formulated a plan to control those countervailing and truthful 

narratives. The standard go-to move was the conspiracy theory label.219,220 

Developed by the CIA in the mid-1960s for those that question the obvious 

implausibility of Lee Harvey Oswald’s lone gunman abilities on November 22, 

1963, such a label gave the “normie” an easy come back retort to someone that 

asked too many questions that said normie could not surmise an answer or 

refute the logic of asking them. (To this day, the U.S. federal government, 

namely the CIA and the FBI, refuses to release ALL remaining JFK files.221) 

Another historical maneuver, to smear the messenger, as being unreliable due 

to their background issues: or, in fact, potentially conflicted by incentives of 

fame, fortune or loyalties. This of course again deflects and ignores any data or 

https://archive.ph/GI5JM#selection-1287.4-1303.164
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facts regarding the inconvenient truth – like the inconvenient hustles of a former 

Vice-President more interested in profit from climate scare porn, than any logical 

ways to address these realities, if due diligence on a plan showed real promise. 

When labels or deflections cannot quite do the trick, create a bigger event to 

chase. The news media routinely relies on the bait of hyperbolizing up violence 

(Floyd) to such a disturbing degree, the scripted talking points are assuredly 

issued by intel agencies or comms director for a political party’s gain. This 

creates a big threat to the normie, that reacts to the “new stimuli”, because they 

are told that is the right thing to do. From youth to old age, the social 

engineering cum propaganda program passed through people connected to 

Freud (Bernays),222 Hitler (Goebbels),223 or the CIA (Operation Mockingbird).224  

Trying to decipher when the Nazis did not run the covert part of the United 

States government (since the 1940s) would be a conspiracy worthy of 

investigating as many have.225 As it appears that since Prescott Bush begets 

George H.W. Bush (a CIA director and then POTUS) and his lackluster, 

sociopathic POTUS son, who further employed In-Q-Tel progenitor of social 

media and CIA director George Tenet, this Fascist problem grows more 

pernicious, and now, is a permanent feature throughout the world-at-large. 

 

Sun Valley has former intel heavies talking to the biggest tech platforms in the 

world.226 George Tenet and Bill Barr, both CIA and deep state, completed big 

mergers and acquisitions with telecommunications companies.227,228,229,230 

In late 2012, the NDAA signed by President Obama allowed for propaganda, full 

scale, on the United States Citizens.231 And lo, the divergence on “Trust” in 

corporate media can be shown below in two Gallup Poll graphs from 2022232: 

https://www.amazon.com/Propaganda-Edward-Bernays/dp/0970312598
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And to further reflect why this is, ownership of media drives the propaganda. 

The left-right media sold to all U.S. citizens is but a façade. With FOX, which is 

the biggest of the “right-wing” media but is as beholden to the same 

conglomeration of BlackRock et.al. as the left is. (FOX hired its top legal officer 

Viet Dinh from Kirkland Ellis, Bill Barr’s former law firm, in 2019.233,234) 

(Kirkland Ellis personnel handled Dominion’s patent transactions between 

foreign banks (including HSBC) in September 2019.235 Dominion Voting 

Systems has no transparency on its source code. See: Appendix.) 

https://legacy-assignments.uspto.gov/assignments/assignment-pat-50411-809.pdf
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The solution to this hustle is to think. Think about what the person on that tube is 

paid to do. Or that writer that throws out a baiting article based on a “What if?” 

The ability to write a straight fact-driven report: who, what, when, where, and 

how did something occur or come together. Does it clearly state any opinions 

(why) overtly and make some logical argument behind that opinion? 

If it can’t be verified, does the author or media presenter, tell one that upfront? 

And how many times do they reiterate that state of affairs (appropriately)? 

Look to see if there are links to legitimate studies or experts, instead of the trap 

of “experts say” or “the study suggests.” Does the article share that evidence as 

well? Try to find the evidence and find out who funds it as well. Does the article 

lie by structure or bury the biggest fact 15-20 paragraphs in? 

Find solid media outlets and use them the most. Notice changes as well. Often, 

the problem is not checking an array of outlets and what they decide is 

newsworthy to report. Small publications can be good as they want to grow in 

credibility; but notice immediately if these small outlets tact into irrelevancies or 

shameless promotion. 

Be your own journalist and researcher and cut out the CIA Mockingbirds. The 

logic of this will grow as experience and time passes. Be not lazy about what 

you inform yourself with daily. Local news is often ignored; and it should not be.   
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VIII STATE & INDIVIDUAL RIGHTS 

The U.S. Constitution specifically identifies those Powers not given to the 

Federal Government are reserved for the States through the 10th Amendment. It 

is not a mistake that the Constitution starts with Ten Amendments specifically 

addressing Individual Liberties of Persons that are Citizens of the United States 

of America. The intense manner of the later named Bill of Rights discussion, 

with over 200 Amendments introduced, carried on for several years before 

Ratifications was achieved in all the States by December 1791. Roger Sherman 

of Connecticut proposed these be added as a separate list.236 These 

Amendments narrowed to Twelve, of whom, the original Ten define our most 

Valued Liberties, if not always seen as such; especially in the Present Day due 

to dilution by Agencies circumventing liberties and seizing power from 

misguided (or malevolent) Chief Executives, quisling Legislators and haphazard 

Judicial decisions.  

Many have died for the continuation of this Country, even as the Constitution, in 

the proper, included the unfree and enslaved 3/5 Compromise (Article I. Section 

III). The U.S. Civil War ended the despised allowance of Slavery of Negros 

(archaic term) in the States by Amendment (XIII). But Modern men and women, 

decide that their Ancestors were too ignorant, too unenlightened to immediately 

outlaw a practice visible as Man’s overwhelming burden going back to every 

Ancient Civilization and still Present in the 21st Century.237,238 No matter that 

such was done before the Country officially turned Hundred Years; and Lights, 

were not even a Meager Capability. Such is the case – that Sins of the Centuries 

Past are disastrously used to justify the seizures of power by those forces, most 

diabolical in their Agendas, in the Present Day. 

The disguises of overarching care of anyone seen as Lesser Now must be seen 

with suspicious intent, if not overt criminality to hide their Endgames. Much of 

the present talk about Disbarment from Office and Disenfranchisement in Vote 

(Amendments XIV, XV) is a rehash of intense battles fomented by Democrats 

spanning across the bloodiest War (from 1856 to 1876). Ineligibility for office 

and Voting Supremacy would cement the TFCP crowd in Washington, D.C.  

Obviously remaining in permanent power (like Republicans held for a generation 

after the Civil War ended) allowed for a great deal of power to amass into the 

hands of the key oligarchies of that time: the Rockefellers and Morgans. 

Banking tilted into the hands of a few – and soon Panics were easily exploited to 

move toward a permanent Central Bank. (The Progressives of the time 
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clamored for it – while the Bankers sold the lie it took power from them – and the 

outcome was the Federal Reserve is controlled by the same players in banking 

that gain more power in every catastrophe and upheaval since (1929, 1944, 

1971, 1987, 2001, 2008, 2023?). 

Such political exploitation of divide-and-rule (the left versus right, while the 

problem is hierarchical and class-based) now rears itself off the Agencies. 

Legacy Agents, still “loyal” to former Presidents (Clinton through Biden, sans 

Trump), blame Citizens for all Domestic Conflicts and Violence, while forgetting 

the Sins of the Pentagon that killed 700,000+ Iraqis, including 500,000 children. 

But as former Secretary of State Madeleine Albright quickly waved off on 60 

Minutes, “the price is worth it.”239,240,241 The State Department, that General 

Wesley Clark pontificated aloud about, designed a destabilization plan, and then 

executed it to destruct North Africa and Middle East countries during the 2011 

Arab Spring headed by then President Obama; and lastly, American Citizens 

were stripped of their manufacturing might (1970-2022) through Ten U.S. 

Presidents: to satisfy greed through investments and predetermined declines for 

the Population of this Beautiful Country, by calling it “Globalization.” Ultimately, 

the Citizen’s Bill of Rights disappeared as the veteran political Oligarchs deploy 

these bureaucrats as their well-paid 5th column: 400+ Agencies with well over 2 

million members that rotate in and out of governance (administrative), to 

universities (law), to lobbyist groups (policy), to media (propaganda) to Wall 

Street (finance), and subvert every single institution, failing upward, without 

regard to the operation’s well-being.   

When Presidential Power passed back to the former VP, a U.S. Senator for 

nearly forty years who voted on countless forays abroad that bankrupted Us, 

and was the point man for the 2009 American Recovery and Reinvestment Act 

and 2014’s Ukrainian policy, whose business interests were served best?242  

Our Country’s greatest industrial and technological threat: the Chinese 

Communist Party. (President Biden brags he’s spent more time with the CCP’s 

dictatorial Paramount leader, Xi Jinping, that any other world leader has.) 

One is not just skeptical and suspicious of divisive tactics to lay greatest blame 

at the feet of those with the least power; but one knows this has been the 

Tactics of Empires and Dictators alike for Five Plus Millennia. (Sun Tzu) 

Our British Cousins deployed this in India in the late 1850s, while game 

planning these same diplomacies in the South to seize back a divided United 

https://strategiesforinfluence.com/sun-tzu-the-art-of-war/
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States, in the hopes that Our Civil War left Our Fledgling Union in disorganized 

pieces. To quote Neil Stewart’s Divide and Rule (1951): 

“The growth of any dangerous identity of feeling from community of race , 

religion, caste of local feeling. [It was realized that] the existence side by 

side of hostile creeds is one of the strongest points in our political position 

in India.”243 

This gambit runs on into the Present. We have Neoliberal-con political parties 

ginning up racism, sexism, transgenderism, and any -ism [Marxism] to garner 

ultimate advantage over the US Population, ignoring the ultimate blame need be 

pointed at the Neoliberal-con financial crimes and policy blunders they push 

before The Final Cash Out. This is done by conning daily the simpletons, the 

low-level grifters, the emotionally-spoiled, and the desperately trapped, that 

random money, welfare relief, and forgiveness of debts, are a mere Federal 

Government’s paycheck and overreach away, such as COVID-19 presented a 

crisis-opportunity foray deployed through those Agencies like a charm.244,245 

This makes all those that do their best, with the least help, angry at the 

permanent prospect of being their brother’s keeper. Yet, as those keepers that 

make the implements of your life: create the food, electricity, and gather your 

wastes, others smarmily decided their computer applications, robotics and 

vaccines will cure all of those tasks ahead, don’t worry. When ask to provide 

proof of a full model concept that has these benefits, with the least dangers and 

downsides to the people it impacts, one is left with excuses or silence. And then 

called slurs through media of being “too intellectually dim” to understand these 

amazing, technology-driven plans and solutions that need, “just a bit more 

investment” from you, the taxpayer, who no longer has a vote in this madness. 

When these fail, as they invariably do, then these Technology and Political 

hucksters offer up more Social Rights or another Scheme of Technology to 

deflect again from their failures, wastes and hustles. This is the root of the Ponzi 

of Social Justice, the Bankman of Simpleton-ism, the Madoff of Mad Money to 

provide fake creditability and cover for all these corrupt and conning forces. 

Be Not Divided! Unite and Reflect on these Masters’ of Deceits, Lies, and Cons.  

Your Rights are in Gravest Jeopardy Under the Stewardship of this Current 

Administration and the U.S. Congress.  
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IX FISCAL POLICY 

The entirety of the United States depends on its ability to manage its resources 

and finances, while providing for the security of its people. Sadly, as the last 

thirty-five months have shown, the ability to manage such essential pillars, 

during an international crisis (of which there is substantial evidence of a U.S. 

agency's complicity, that of the Virus), has been a multi-faceted failure to 

mitigate, and identify properly, the risks to those essential pillars. 

As a result, we now have an inordinate dilemma. Driven by policies pursuing 

invariably the same objective, the destruction of our country's individual liberties, 

livelihoods, and societal contentment, one must ask:  

When does this stop? When do the lives of ordinary people matter? 

The U.S. monetary system is a fragile and complex thing. It rests on the "full 

faith and credit" of the ability of the United States (and its population) to service 

its obligations. We, as People, do not have the authority to merely create money 

at our whims. We must earn our faith-filled dollars to keep ourselves, our 

families, alive. We do not have the luxury of merely voting ourselves raises out 

of thin air (as Congress does through the XXVII Amendment). 

We have limits in our lives.  

Our country once operated on such limits based on moral character, personal 

sacrifice, frugality, and a healthy distain of excesses.246 Some now ignore those 

needed principles, to a purposeful detriment, or a willful ignorance, of such 

issues regarding our country’s now perilous finances.  

They see the United States as a piggy bank to exploit for their own purposes 

through whatever scheme or design fits the moment of their robbery. They offer 

schemes of reparations to their constituencies. They brutally shame others to 

divide-and-conquer. They use greedy power grabs to push our country to its 

final demise, or, at the very least: submission to an ideology through 

psychological torture not seen in full bloom since the 1930s. That We, the 

People, once fought those hated ideologies – Communism & its kindred cousin, 

Nazism – is not lost on us that remember our history well. 

The purveyors of these need resisting at all costs. Or the World will suffer again 

in ways incomprehensible to the very imaginations of the ones most easily 

exploited to bring such evils to pass on this Earth. 
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The U.S. citizen, the ones that build the roads, manage and fix electrical issues, 

appear in storms to provide needed food and water, pay amply too for the 

financial misdeeds of people from Wall Street to 1600 Pennsylvania. The wars 

from Vietnam through Iraq, Afghanistan to the Ukrainian debacle, the financial 

casino ride of the 2000s, the welfare policies in large cities that still pervade, but 

yet do next to nothing, for the very people, all Senators and Congress swore an 

oath to support, no matter their race, creed, or religion, now doom us to oblivion. 

As a result of these repetitive assaults on sane budgetary policies, by the year 

2000, the National Debt stood at $5.7 Trillion. By the time a new President took 

office, in 2009, it was $11.9 Trillion. Then as that President left office, in 2017, 

the total was $20.24 Trillion. The National Debt eclipsed $31 Trillion as of 

November 2022. Congress has added well over $1 Trillion per year to the 

National Debt for 20 straight years. In November 2022, the U.S. debt grew by a 

quarter trillion dollars!247 Smart folks predict interest on debt will reach 40%.248 

We, the People, can only pay so much. Our brow is not a limitless coffer of 

blood, sweat and tears. We too have limits to the amount of support to be given 

to any August body to do its job. Stop the madness of printing more and more 

money, “fiat” currency; or electronically creating checks for people to do, alas, 

nothing, as the 2020 Pandemic was exploitative of people who sweated, the 

most, for those that desired to do, the least. Thus, feeding the very monsters 

that will create more urban hellscapes from paying their idle hands to do the 

bidding of our enemies, often by doing exactly nothing! 

We have enough currency. We have enough debt! Doing fiscal stimulus will 

escalate this into a classic wage-price spiral (very rapidly) as inflation that is 

readily apparent in ALL our daily goods. Meanwhile, the FED trapped itself.249 

What we don’t have is the Liberty and the free Ability to make our economy sing. 

We need less interference from governments and large Wall Street entities that 

pick winners and losers. We need rational policies that protect local companies 

from exploitative ideologies, like China, who fired up 38 Gigawatts of coal plants 

in 2020, while promising “climate goals” by 2060.250  And that is the least of 

China’s sins to be considered at present, but nonetheless, important to note. 

Unleash the American Spirit and allow it to prosper. 

Debt is Slavery. National debt creates permanent slavery, that Our Enemies 

gleefully desire for the United States.  

https://archive.ph/iS5Fl#selection-585.196-585.973
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X MONETARY POLICY 

The controllers of monetary policy are the U.S. Federal Reserve (FED). Formed 

in 1913251 after a propaganda campaign, based off fear of banking catastrophes, 

the FED has not adverted bank catastrophes,252,253 regarding the public’s 

finances, or enhanced its welfare. One would easily contend the private banks, 

who own the FED, are the greatest beneficiaries of its policy: that of pumping 

fiat currency to the disastrous end of United States economy. Fiat money always 

fails. Supposedly, the FED’s dual mandate is low inflation and full employment. 

 

The measure of a policy is the outcomes seen. Money printing always leads to 

consumer pains shown in inflation of all goods to various degrees. In March 

2020, with a declared lockdown via national emergencies in the Western World, 

suddenly world and U.S. governments went on a fiscal (read: debt) spending 

spree. The U.S. checkbook provided over $2 trillion into the emergency bucket 

for Americans, but directly, citizens received only $271 billion, or roughly 13% of 

this helicopter money. (161,000,000 employed persons received the IRS $1,200 

check plus $500 per child.254) PPP business loans, wrought with fraud from all 

sorts of bad actors, were provided as well.255 BlackRock and Blackstone went 

hog wild in the real estate acquisition business. Big box distributors made out 

well in 2020, boosting their stock prices along with the wealth of the billionaire 

class. But the consumer received the headache of this reckless policy, starting 

in 2021, and acerbated now into 2022. But the worst part is neither productivity 
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nor employment in the United States moved beyond the peak of January-

February of 2020.256 Printing money benefited ONLY ONE group257: the 

Globalist Parasite Class that seeks to remake the entire world in their 

homogenized image of lesser animals than themselves. That is: you and me. 

 

Some will argue the supply chain was the determinant factor. It contributed, less 

goods plus an increase in money supply, will add inflation on items one desires. 

Additionally, the purposeful restrictions on energy by Biden’s administration, 

freaky outbreaks of food production factory fires, and not-so-freaky targeting of 

Netherlands’ farmers, tends to confirm that these events and policies are linked.  

A paper published by BlackRock in August 2019 called “going direct” advocated 

for moving to a 2% inflation target.258,259 And wouldn’t one know it, the policy 

advocated for more than produced that number, by multiples (4-8x) just after 

SARS-COV-2 appeared like a proverbial robber baron to snatch up wealth. 

As former government official and financial advisor Catherine Austin Fitts noted: 

 “Perhaps just as remarkable as the fact that the Fed followed BlackRock’s 

script is the fact that the Fed tapped BlackRock itself to manage three 

separate programs created once the pandemic hit: the Primary Market 

Corporate Credit Facility, the Secondary Market Corporate Credit Facility 

and purchases of Agency Commercial Mortgage-Backed Securities.”260 
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Ellen Brown expands on exactly what BlackRock got to do while you or I were 

deemed “non-essential” from a pre-conceived policy that turned on 

opportunistically, but for this one non-bank, investment entity: 

“In March 2020, it was awarded a no-bid contract under the Coronavirus 

Aid, Relief, and Economic Security Act (CARES Act) to deploy a $454 

billion slush fund established by the Treasury in partnership with the 

Federal Reserve. This fund in turn could be leveraged to provide over $4 

trillion in Federal Reserve credit. While the public was distracted with 

protests, riots and lockdowns, BlackRock suddenly emerged from the 

shadows to become the “fourth branch of government,” managing the 

controls to the central bank’s print-on-demand fiat money.”261 [My 

emphasis.] 

BlackRock received a contract to handle over 21% of the CARES Act. Which is 

more money than the entire workforce of the United States by 150%. BlackRock 

is unaccountable (as are all banks that are “too big to fail”) and Larry Fink is a 

self-important financier who speaks of “forcing behaviors”262 on humanity like we 

are in his personal, BlackRock-managed dog kennel, rivaling Fauci’s beagles. 

Inflation desired; shadow banking funded; people’s behavior restricted, while 

overtly garnering more financial power than all the taxpayer base of the United 

States from the FED off a Pandemic that has suspicious origins and was 

militarily propagandized to stop any resistance to lockdowns. BlackRock, by the 

way, is heavily influenced by its CCP holdings and interests. 

When people look at the FED closely, remember: President Andrew Jackson 

was adamantly against centralized banks. While on Woodrow Wilson’s watch, 

this opaque and special entity was created along with federal income taxes.  

Who asked for this? Big businesses (and lobbyists for them) wanted the 

abolishment of tariffs. Such protectionist policies run afoul of the economics 

profession. The same profession that now lauds Modern Monetary Theory 

(MMT) which is Japan’s policy that, like the U.S., is about to implode epically. 

Central Banks are the worst system for common folks. The main reason people 

concede to it: a need to blame outside forces instead of their self-management. 

Instead of wanting a 100% gold-backed (and low inflation environment), or other 

tangibly-related precious resources, fiat money creates Ponzi-corrupt systems. 

The Central Banks need abolishment; and people need education on Finance.  
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XI TECHNO-FASCISM 

One has seen the congealing of the players in big tech, big government, health 

sectors, and finance and notices these players control the messaging akin to 

20th century Fascism that drove the initiators of World War II. Big tech, Amazon, 

Google, Facebook (Meta) and Twitter, for instance, are the children of CIA-

backed In-Q-Tel as its Director George Tenet noted in his biography. DARPA, 

originally ARPA, provided the backbone or nervous system of the internet, over 

fifty years ago, but came into prominence through various 1990s actors just as 

Tenet reshaped the CIA into a communications-monitoring platform under both 

the Clinton and Bush administrations. Our U.S. Government is routinely a 

pathway to a cushy security job on these tech platforms, coming from the FBI, 

CIA, or even, DHS.263 This is to spy on the public and send to their former peers 

“tips” on the general population. What our government could not achieve legally 

under the U.S. Constitution, they routinely do under “Terms of Service” at 

behemoth tech platforms to advance a censorship agenda as well. This is an 

outgrowth of subsidizing these entities with legal protections under Section 

230.264 The health sectors were a “silent” partner for decades under the 

intelligence apparatus. Their mask came off throughout the propaganda-driven 

Pandemic while desiring the population put their masks on, separate 

themselves, and give up their bodily autonomy for the “greater good.” The 

intelligence apparatus utilizes top bioengineers and doctors with limited ethical 

constructs to penetrate the borders of countries under the guise of “health” or 

“pandemic assessment or mitigation.” Finance though drives it all. The Federal 

Reserve through public-private arrangements with agencies, banks and 

institutions from NIAID to JPMorgan Chase to BlackRock, handle the loans, 

grants and NGO hustles. Central banks ultimate desire: CBDC implementation 

for all humanity.265  But realize this entire Fascist entity is a personally-profitable, 

command-control strategy for technology prototyping, citizen monitoring, and 

behavioral modification and destabilization agendas, and operates in a yin-yang 

partnership, at present, with the Chinese authoritarian regime of Xi Jinping. 

Profiting from position is not a new idea, but in the hands of our elected officials, 

agency heads, and corporations and their connected cutouts, it takes on a 

whole other level of conflict and corruption. Speaker Nancy Pelosi is a better 

investor than Warren Buffett; or at least warrants her own stock ticker on 

Twitter.266 From her Speaker’s salary of $223,000 per year267 had over 30 years 

($6,000,000+), her husband Paul’s luck on Microsoft268 or Paul Jr.’s overseas 

ownership of a Chinese telecommunication company,269 Nancy’s recent 

https://twitter.com/PelosiTracker_
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disclosures showed $20.1M to $97M in liabilities.270 Pelosi’s deals coinciding 

with legislation garnered attention many years ago. Journalist Steve Croft of 60 

Minutes noted her front-running key legislation prior to a 2008 VISA IPO.271,272 

Pelosi controls all House floor business with a noted iron fist compared to any 

Republican speaker in recent memory. The U.S. House controls all spending 

bills; the pork barrel that drives the United States into bankruptcy (liabilities are 

greater than assets) thanks on the whole to the traitorous leadership of Pelosi. 

 

Dr. Anthony Fauci (as of this writing) is the highest paid official in the U.S. 

government at over $417,000 per year.273 This is a pittance to his royalties 

generated through NIAID (and other agencies) that bumps Fauci’s take to $1.7 

million.274,275 But to discuss this openly, veteran Forbes author Adam 

Andrzejewski was criticized for disclosing Fauci’s financials and was cancelled 

quickly off Forbes after running afoul of the NIH and a quisling Forbes editor. 

The NIAID stalls on producing requested documents via FOIA requests (600+) 

as of March 2022. The few obtained showed decided attempts to slander other 

doctors (the Great Barrington Declaration), coordinate messaging and stop 

investigations during early days of the pandemic. 

Persons connected to Fauci, Peter Daszak, garner largesse from government 

grants that are predictably intelligence-driven and NIH-supported. EcoHealth’s 

Daszak works as a cutout (he’s British) for an international biosecurity agenda 

regarding health-pandemic-surveillance silos, garnering $43,000,000 from the 

DoD (Department of Defense), spanning 2008-2022.276 Daszak’s publications, 

going back into the early 2000s, coincided with a stated pandemic prevention on 

its face, but his former Vice President Andrew Huff provided deeper insights into 

Daszak’s gain-of-function awareness regarding SARS-COV-2 lab leak, greed, 

and U.S. government sanitizing the record along with the Chinese.277,278 

According to The Daily Mail, “Huff claims the US-funded project was 'mostly a 

global fishing expedition for coronaviruses' to carry out GOF work or for 

intelligence collection - rather than preventing future pandemics.”279 

https://twitter.com/PelosiTracker_/status/1600725295018823680?s=20
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Daszak worked alongside Wuhan’s Shi Zhengli while co-publishing papers with 

the head of the Chinese CDC, George Gao, and famous virologist Nathan 

Wolfe.280,281 Wolfe headed up Metabiota and garnered over $55 million from the 

DoD in contracts and grants.282 One $18-23M grant, initiated on February 10, 

2014, was tied to the DoD through DTRA (Defense Threat Reduction Agency). 

Metabiota’s home base is located in California 12th congressional district: Nancy 

Pelosi’s district.283 

Notable as well, Metabiota became a super-hot commodity just days after this 

huge military grant for Hunter Biden’s band of criminals and hustlers. On 

February 13, 2014, Hunter and the gang discussed billionaire Marc Andreessen 

assisting on the next round regarding Metabiota.284 This email followed up their 

$250,000 investment in December 2013 and made just three days after 

Metabiota landed a $1.5M DoD grant regarding HIV/AIDs in Africa.285,286 About 

this time, Hunter Biden was riding along with then VP Joe Biden in China, 

securing potentially a $1.5 billion deal (a potential 10%) for the Biden clan.287,288 

Hunter Biden’s Rosemont Seneca group closed a $30M+ investment deal on 

Metabiota. But along the way, Ukraine and Metabiota linked up; and the not-so- 

subtle desires in the discussion should not be overlooked regarding Russia.289 

 

With the Maidan Revolution, triggered by typical U.S. interventionism, and the 

2014 conflict that started anew between the United States and Russia, and 

known biolabs in Ukraine,290 the surmised position here is: Russia knows more 

about what is going on deep in Ukraine than the American Public ever will. 

https://archive.ph/KbCSF#selection-659.0-697.13
https://archive.ph/XIMPg#selection-61.56-61.179
https://archive.ph/0nNwg#selection-103.22-103.200
https://archive.ph/q9Nrk
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SBF giving away money (that wasn’t his to give) to Ukraine.291 

SBF is indicative of this large-scale overlapping agenda through crypto to 

electioneering. As SBF ties together various players from big government, 

higher education, big tech and big politics, that puts the Techno-Fascism into 

one telling picture. But even when the conspiracy is obvious, the normies will 

continue to believe no American faction could do this to their country. 

To them I say: read history. (1917 Russian Revolution comes to mind.) 

 

It also ignores the reality people inside these ventures are long-term planners 

with immense access to wealth, position and like-minded ideologs. Highlights: 

https://archive.ph/Qa1uH
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• Stanford law professor Barbara Bankman Fried runs MTG, a politically-

biased, electioneering registration PAC (501c3) that is against IRS rules. 

MTG was funded by Dustin Moskovitz, Facebook-cofounder & founder of 

Open Philanthropy, sponsor of Pandemic exercise Event 201 with $20M. 

Open Philanthropy provided grants to Effective Altruism, an SBF “marketing” 

ploy, scamming people on his “goodness” defrauding over 100,000 people. 

• Stanford law cohort Pamela Karlan sat on the Facebook advisory board and 

appeared at the December 4, 2019 Ukrainian impeachment hearing.292 

Shortly thereafter, the FBI (December 9, 2019) received Hunter Biden’s 

laptop. Karlan ran an “election class” in the fall of 2020 with “talent” like Bill 

Clinton, Susan Rice and Vanita Gupta appearing for high schoolers. 

• Vanita Gupta appeared at a November 2019 “civil rights” meeting with 

Zuckerberg and Dorsey (both headed platforms using censorship throughout 

2020 for COVID, elections, and Hunter’s laptop). Zuckerberg directly email 

Tony Fauci about assisting on vaccines on February 27, 2020. This occurred 

just an hour after Peter Daszak was named by Dr. Julie Pavlin to co-chair a 

vaccine hesitancy paper conferenced in 2020 and published in 2021.293 This 

paper included hard-left vaccine advocate California law professor Dorit 

Reiss and Dr. Eva Harris conferencing with Daszak. (Harris also works and 

publishes with Dr. Jennifer Doudna).294,295 This paper was funded by New 

Venture Fund (NVF). Bill Gates provides over 15% of NVF funding. 

• Perkins Coie (PC) deploys various lawyers at the behest of Democrat Party 

and Marc Elias. Michael Sussmann messaged regularly former FBI agent 

James Baker. (Under Musk, Baker was let go by Twitter after curating 

evidence of FBI interference, that of: censoring and suspending accounts like 

The New York Post about Hunter’s laptop). Sussmann pushed false 

narratives (Alfa Bank, Steele Dossier) during the 2016 election cycle. 

• In 2022 election, a cozy prior (PC) relationship between Daniel Barr (who 

represented Katie Hobbs in Molera v. Hobbs)296 and Judge Tuchi, who then 

sanctioned Kari Lake’s legal team, shows coordination between private law 

and a government official, namely: the judicial system. 

• The top Arizona super PAC, located in Phoenix, was “financed” by SBF with 

$28M in 2022. Protect Our Future PAC’s operator Dacey Montoya has ties to 

a Berkeley, California activist group (home to a host of big tech actors) and is 

well-acquainted to Secretary of State Katie Hobbs as a Facebook and Twitter 

friend. 
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• SBF’s FTX was a World Economic Forum partner; is Clinton Foundation 

connected; and offered up $166 million in grants through the FTX Foundation 

(again, not his to grant). 

• Vanita Gupta and Pamela Karlan were hired into top DOJ positions in the 

Biden administration. Gupta’s father is a top executive at Avantor. Avantor is 

connected to the Mexican supply of “China White.” She works (or worked) on 

immigration policy that is allowing over 5 million people to illegally invade the 

United States. Karlan in May 2021 sent a threatening letter on Arizona audits. 

Karlan quit in 2022 (a limited hangout) due to receiving attention on her 

ongoing $1M salary at Stanford while ALSO being a top DOJ official. 

• Facebook’s Mark Zuckerberg bragged about donating over $400 million into 

the 2020 elections. (Facebook donated $5 million to Michael Bloomberg 

dollars AFTER he dropped out of the race in early March 2020.) 

 

At a high level as well, the CIA funded IQT that backed Sil Valley 21st century 

start-ups while gathering huge swaths of data on people the world over. Google 

and Twitter maintained several dozen employment relationships with the FBI 

and the CIA as was just shown by numerous journalists at the behest of its new 

CEO Elon Musk, who is not without his own megalomaniacal motivations.297 

https://unga.substack.com/p/twitter-files-1-11-downloads-pdf
https://unga.substack.com/p/twitter-files-1-11-downloads-pdf
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In late 2013, Ukraine became a new kickback vehicle tied to both political 

parties in bilking U.S. taxpayers through a money laundering scheme. 

Particularly, the involvement of Burisma, PrivatBank, Metabiota, and later, 

Starlink and FTX, the usual political suspects visited and destabilized that 

country. On December 21, 2022, Ukraine’s Zelensky gave a speech before 

Congress that garnered forty-five plus billion in funding to escalate the conflict 

with nuclear-armed Russia.298 This battle calculus is foolhardy sociopathy. 

Furthermore, SBF’s 2022 forays in Ukraine started up on day one of the Ukraine 

invasion by Russia; and formalized later with an FTX exchange agreement with 

the Ukrainian government on March 14, 2022.299  This was just five days after 

Biden’s digital currency EO.300 Then, just two weeks later, according to journalist 

Paul Sperry: 

“Biden’s SEC chair Gary Gensler took [a] secret meeting with Sam 

Bankman-Fried on March 29, 2022, to discuss deregulation for crypto 

currency. Bankman-Fried donated more than $50,000 to Biden Victory 

Fund. Gensler previously was CFO for Hillary Clinton campaign, which 

FEC recently busted for hiding payments for [the] anti-Trump dossier.”301 

Central Bank Digital Currency (CBDC) is a direct way to control the population 

(along with digital identification) which are further along even in a Ukrainian 

warzone. Zelensky kickstarted that CBDC program by signing into law a 

program in July 2021, well ahead of the United States.302 The linkage between 

crypto and CBDC is not a bug; it is a bait-n-switch tactic for CBDC deployment, 

using the failures of SBF, who likely wrecked confidence in cryptocurrency. 

Meanwhile, Elon Musk kept Ukraine “online” through his Starlink satellite  

network.303 Metabiota and Burisma link directly to biolabs and energy production 

that both political parties are keenly aware of and want kept out of the news. 

Tellingly as well, on the domestic side of this corruption, the FBI and former 

Twitter employee Yoel Roth emailed back in forth 150 times between January 

2020 and November 2022 for an average of 4 emails per month. The FBI 

created an 80-agent task force (FTIF) that “pressured Twitter to moderate 

content”304 in clear abrogation of the First Amendment.305  

The amount of pressure applied by the FBI significantly breaks the 

Constitutional Rights of Citizens and reflects a criminal agenda that is: a 

network of agents; partners with companies with malice and a forethought 

https://archive.ph/025q5
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regarding censorship of real information from the Biden laptop; and operates as 

an attempt to purposefully defraud the American Public through an Agency-led 

Election Interference campaign while inserting the Intelligence community’s 

preferred political boss through subtle threats and covert intelligence operations 

that are illegal under numerous statutes and a real coup d’etat.306 

Alongside military and legal actions pursued by the Joint Chiefs of Staff head 

Mark Milley, then Secretary of Defense Mark Esper and former Attorney General 

William Barr, this rises to a highly-coordinated coup d'etat against the United 

States of America, to overthrow a sitting President, and therefore is treason. 

~ 

The biosecurity-health complex is too convoluted to fully represent, but the 

Chinese-US relationships are extremely cozy while working on gain-of-function, 

gene editing and altering humanity itself. China has genetically-engineered a 

fetus that was born, with HIV resistance apart of the gene editing.307 The NIH 

doctors with their grants are keenly aware of their agendas and do not want 

prying eyes into these details. Bankman even funded studies regarding COVID-

19 treatments (to discredit them).308 Tony Fauci with Bill Gates provided key 

componentry for a fear-based coronavirus campaign and their “mRNA 

vaccination program” that (when stored properly) induces high risks of lifetime 

harms. The companies responsible for production of the vax are criminally 

liable; and should face a death sentence to their pharmaceutical operations. 

Throughout the 21st century, U.S. Government Agencies, through 5 Eyes (UK, 

New Zealand, Australia, Canada), an intelligence-sharing partnership, used 

cross-country surveillance, big data gathering, and bioengineering projects, 

coordinated through DARPA to experiment on their populations without their 

knowledge or consent. Each country worked to confuse and deflect blame from 

their malicious acts even amongst themselves. Labeling citizens the issue – 

merely for not agreeing with their blame-shifting, psychologically-designed 

DARVO tactics, in concert with military-grade propaganda used during COVID, 

created a Mass Formation event, one surmises, intentionally. 

A good example of this: the Steele Dossier was cut-n-pasted knowingly by the 

FBI to obtain FISA warrants on Carter Page to attack future President Trump.309 

Steele was former British intel and provided a thoroughly baseless dossier, 

bought and assembled by the Hillary Clinton and Jeb Bush campaigns, 
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orchestrated through Fusion GPS and sponsored by the DNC. As Paul Sperry 

reported: 

“Former FBI investigators say it’s clear their colleagues weren’t played by 

their sources, but rather played along with them. 

 

‘The bureau was not misled. The bureau received false information, knew 

it to be false, and still represented it as true for the purpose of the 

affidavits,’ Biasello said. ‘That is a blatant criminal act.’  

He noted that in a December 2019 opinion, then-FISA Court Presiding 

Judge Rosemary Collyer reprimanded the FBI, while warning that other 

FISA warrants may be equally tainted and based on fraudulent 

information.”310 

The overwhelming desire of this five plus year gaslighting campaign, run by the 

FBI, under Obama’s DOJ, and then continued on through the Trump 

administration by the same FBI officers and Congressional officials (without 

Trump’s ability to remove the offending officers) is that it hides crimes.311 Then 

Vice-President Joe Biden’s big mouth provided evidence he is a co-conspirator 

to this country sabotaging plan (of Trump before day one). Biden’s (and 

Clinton’s) old Press Secretary, Evelyn Lieberman (deceased), was key to the 

Trump Tower setup with Rinat Akmetshin, a close ally of Edward Lieberman.312 

 
From: Mechanics of Deception 

https://archive.ph/Z5tbh#selection-1859.0-1881.1
https://archive.ph/qfTDq#selection-7481.0-7577.20
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XII FEDERAL GOVERNMENT 

One looks at the U.S. Federal Government in Washington, D.C. in great shame. 

The principles and precepts of the Founders constructed a Constitution to avoid 

such powerful corrupting natures that have weaseled themselves into the whole 

of government that we see today. The hacks in the halls of Congress, the 

partisan forces of putrid designs, the Agencies and Acts of an Executive Branch 

that defy all logic, and dispel any notions of reasoned and concurring opinions 

from the People, the ones who punch the clocks of daily toil and still must beg 

for all the Righteous Mercy from a God Above to provide them the Patience to 

allow this Monstrous Set of Government Bodies to tick on to the Next Day, do 

see the Instantaneous and Historic Problems clear and Without Illusions. We 

The People are not Fooled. 

The psychopathic attitudes of the multitudes that garner their checks in the 

Houses of Government, distinctly divorced from economic, domestic and 

international realities, this speaks clearly of their breeding, their ill-equipped 

natures, their mendacities pawned on the Public through their Mockingbirds that 

turn those mendacities into gross and pervasive criminalities. Without those 

mendacious Twits in various boxes stared at for prolonged periods in an ill-

conceived attempt to garner A Simple Truth, The Public could rest easier if the 

Houses of Government represented them well, and minimally so. That of 

course, is a Fool’s Dream; a nightmare instead beguiles the Constitutional 

Republic of the United States of America. 

When did such contemptible Corruption start? 

The Dawn of Mankind. The imperfect Nature forever needs development 

alongside a multi-faceted governor that minimizes the harms of its illogic, its 

greed, its wanton tact towards Self-Absorption, when Man’s Reason invariably 

fails. 

The more instantaneous corruption came through perverting the Founding 

Document to mean whatever suited in the quickest guise of Emergency to Seize 

the Greatest Power in the Least Amount of Time from the People, Who Agreed 

to the Constitution to Protect their Individual Liberties and Rights. Emergencies 

do happen; they are not prolonged events; despite the use of Health to stoke 

Fears through Mockingbirds. One should question fiercely those that promote 

themselves as Cures for the Body, Who Have no Identifiable Souls to Grasp. 

The Governments of History, through Monarchs to Despots, if these are truly 

different coins, have, without fail, provided an Emergency to hide Nebulous and 
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Sinister Agenda(s), such as that which has Befallen the United States of 

America, and its Greater Cousins in the World. These Agendas are invariably 

constructed out of Fear by these Dictator(s) to the Populations hiding their 

Malfeasances. From The Treasury to War Intrigues, to the most Hateful Use of 

Power, to garner more unearned power, these Psychopaths deploy their Greedy 

Minions one last time to Rob the Population, Stoke Fear of some hard to grasp 

Disease of the Mind, Body or Soul, and Create an Enemy as the great moral 

decider for the Masses in how They Live or Choose to Align to the Despot.  

This is the Exact Plan We face at Present. 

Some will shout, “Are You Not Stoking Fear?” 

The answer depends on how well one has self-informed themselves to the 

affairs in their world. If they use the Mockingbirds, without a discerning eye to 

their Message, then one will undoubtedly refuse this Premise. Alas, many 

cannot be troubled to note that what one hears from the Puppets of Government 

will invariably serve only Government’s whims and whimsy. If those 

Governments have a modicum of Humility and admit flaws and mistakes 

willingly before the Birds of the Pen, then Messages received could be 

entertained as real, and not fabricated like some Odious Money Printer out of A 

San Francisco Internet Bucket Shop. Note this Bankman has been lauded and 

platformed by the Mockingbirds, and Bought Your Government’s Ear As Well, 

while exploiting the Masses of their Limited Savings from All Their Daily Toils.313 

Thus, the Case relies on self-education, self-reflection and critical assessment.  

Many of the Founders knew things one still barely grasps and they lived 250 

years ago. What that March of Time has produced is unquestionably a different 

World, with different Issues at Hand, but what Debate has energized the 

population to address these with their learning had before Light was a question 

of hard work, and not at an instantaneous switch’s flick? 

The cold, dark answer is none. 

The Despots of the World, housed up in cushy splendor, while the Masses grow 

tired, hungry, and poor by the second hand’s tick, formed their cliques and 

cadres to pound into submission the World Masses, and most assuredly: the 

United States of America. These Psychopathic Forces quench their thirst off 

your Fears, your Troubles, and want Billions of you to disappear from their 

Presence. 
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But unlike the last Great Cull, that of World War II and its lesser-known 

preceding events, the War is waged through Psychology hacks that the 

Machinates of the Mockingbirds spread like an Ear and Eye Poison far worse 

than the Unseeable Coronavirus that Our U.S. Government, through Agencies 

filled with Health Rats, co-manufactured alongside the 5,000-year-old Chinese, 

and their Totalitarian Communist Government. 

The International Bodies, with their Stated Penchant to destroy the United 

States, may have a point. But inside of that premise, lay the rub: We The People 

did not know How Evil Our Government Has Become. Our Apathy Bred Evil. 

To Rectify That Error of Not Knowing, When We Know it NOW, It Becomes We 

The People’s Destiny to Accommodate the Forces of Evil with Righteous Anger 

and Necessary Judgment. 

These Despots of Federal Agencies, Their Co-Conspirators from Pennsylvania 

Avenue, K Street, Wall Street, and Abroad in the Foreign Fortresses built in 

Beijing to Davos to London, have made their final beds.  

The Masses of the World are often told to Unite.  

And Unite We Will! 

To Expose These Tyrants and all Their Crimes. 

To Take Back All their Ill-Gotten Gains and Hold them to Final Account for their 

Inhumanity. 

To Defy A Logical Choice, Submission to the Violent Power of the State, to Win 

a Righteous and Moral Confrontation Against All Evil, Foreign and Domestic. 

The United States Constitution Vests All Its Mighty Power In: We The People. 

“We The People of the United States, In Order to Form A More Perfect 

Union, Establish Justice, Insure Domestic Tranquility, Provide for the 

Common Defence, Promote the General Welfare, and Secure the 

Blessings of Liberty to Ourselves and Our Posterity, Do Ordain and 

Establish This Constitution of the United States of America.” 

If these are mere words, and nothing of import to you, then may you suffer all 

the ills of the coming Omens. Not because of your deserving punishment, but 

that idling by while the House of your Forefathers burns, is the Gravest of Evil.  
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XIII DECLARATIO: VOX CLAMANTIS IN DESERTO314 

An nescis, mi fili, quantilla prudentia mundus regatur? 

Do you not know, my son, with what prudence the world is governed? 

One has discovered over the course of a half century, even in many periods of 

idleness and disengagement from one’s government, out of futility and 

frustration with it, that Washington D.C. is morally bankrupt and self-absorbed to 

a psychopathic level. The U.S. Federal Government grew class-conscious 

(CCDC) with a despisable poison of unmerited and undeserved elevation off the 

backs of its average citizens trying to survive its train of abuses. The 440 plus 

Agencies315,316, the U.S. Representatives in the House, the Senate, and the 

Presidency, at present, are ALL an existential threat to the Republic itself. 

These bodies are self-absorbed and unmitigated failures. Their desires to 

destruct the very natural resources of the country, while pandering to 

international bodies (reparations for climate change) speak volumes about their 

misguided and fatalistic views. Further endangering the country through refusal 

to enforce immigration and migration laws, using money, jobs and votes as bait, 

is criminal and treasonous. Educating kids to despise each other over racial 

background while grooming children to question their own sexual identity is 

Marxist ideology in full. This is done on children to create a generation of dutiful 

foot soldiers to whatever transhumanist techno-Feudal hellscape is envisioned 

by the authoritarians pulling strings behind the scenes and agreed upon by the 

46th President of the United States. The doling out of monies and destruction of 

the Constitutional Rights of native populations to “marginalized” groups is to 

buttress the CCDC reputations while criminally robbing the future of the country. 

This is Roman Empire death spiral evil and SHALL NOT be entertained further. 

The psychopathic forces that are doing this must be dealt with through all 

available means and not with concern for “their rights.” They cannot be allowed 

to continue this folly. The undeclared 5 th generation warfare on the United 

States of America is a DECLARED WAR by those CITZEN RIGHTEOUS and 

FREE enough to know this is a WAR not only for one’s country, but for ALL of 

HUMANITY. It is a WAR fought to save the UNITED STATES OF AMERICA. 

It is therefore DECIDED the FULL AGGREGATED POWERS of the UNITED 

STATES OF AMERICA under its CONSTITUTION, and INDEPENDENT 

formation of its CHARTER on July 4, 1776 now SOLELY RESTS with the 

COMMON PEOPLE. 
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The FOLLOWING PROCLAMATIONS ARE FULLY ENFORCABLE by the 

COMMON PEOPLE under a SWORN OATH to PROTECT the UNITED 

STATES OF AMERICA from ALL ENEMIES, FOREIGN AND DOMESTIC.  

The U.S. FEDERAL GOVERNMENT, and its AGENTS, FOREIGN AND 

DOMESTIC, are HEREBY STRIPPED of ALL POWERS, ALL REMEDIES and 

ALL RIGHTS GRANTED under that CONSTITUTION and DECLARATION OF 

INDEPENDENCE. 

The 46th PRESIDENT of the UNITED STATES OF AMERICA has committed 

TREASON VIA EXECUTIVE ACTIONS & ORDERS and therefore: is no longer 

fit to be COMMANDER IN CHIEF OF THE U.S. ARMED FORCES. He shall be 

arrested and prosecuted, in accordance with his past and ongoing crimes. 

Any person who has AIDED, ABETTED or GAVE COMFORT to the 46th 

President, including his VICE-PRESIDENT, his CABINET, ADVISORS, and ALL 

AGENCIES, appointed or approved by the U.S. Congress prior to the date of 

this publication, are GUILTY OF TREASON. 

A UNITED STATES CONGRESS MEMBER will be GUILTY of TREASON for 

any vote that was taken in FURTHERANCE OF: A BORDER INVASION; 

RESTRICTIONS ON CONSTITUTIONAL RIGHTS (THE RIGHT TO BEAR 

ARMS); FUNDING OF CRT TRAINING; UNDERMINING THE ABILITY TO 

SUPPLY ENERGY DOMESTICALLY; or APPROVED ANY INTERNATIONAL 

BODY’S EDICTS ON CLIMATE, AGRICULTURE, HUMAN RIGHTS, 

HEALTHCARE OR PANDEMICS, notwithstanding other irrational platitudes 

(REPARATIONS, TRANSGENDERISM) these bodies have injected into OUR 

BODY POLITIC. 

THE UNITED STATES OF AMERICA OFFICIALLY WITHDRAWS from ALL 

INTERNATIONAL BODIES, particularly, but not exclusively: the UNITED 

NATIONS and the WORLD HEALTH ORGANIZATION. ALL THEIR 

OPERATIONS and CONTRACTS in U.S. TERRITORIES are NULL AND VOID.  

Contracts made by corporate entities, BLACKROCK, VANGUARD AND STATE 

STREET, are to be reviewed and voided whenever found a national security 

threat. THE BILL AND MELINDA GATES FOUNDATION, THE OPEN SOCIETY 

FOUNDATION, THE ROCKEFELLER FOUNDATION, and THE WORLD 

ECONOMIC FORUM and all connected sub-entities are hereby declared 

terroristic threats to humanity. Their members and former employees and 
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members will be arrested and prosecuted based upon gathered evidence to 

their internationally-based agenda under U.S. RICO statutes or ICC regulations. 

ALL ASSETS and DOCUMENTS of these foundations will be seized as well.  

U.S. AGENCIES, not inscribed, in the original charter, and not to the COMMON 

DEFENSE of ITS COMMON PEOPLE, in the UNITED STATES 

CONSTITUTION, will be ABOLISHED upon DATE of THIS DECLARATION. 

MEMBERS OF THESE AGENCIES MUST SUBMIT TO THE WILL OF THE 

PEOPLE OR THESE MEMBERS WILL BE PROSECUTED AS WELL. 

ON JANUARY 6, 2021, an Intelligence operation was carried out at the U.S. 

CAPITOL, led by U.S. AGENCIES including, but not exclusively: the FBI and 

CIA. The AGENTS of these AGENCIES took their marching orders from 

identifiable CONGRESSIONAL LEADERS, BUT NOT EXCLUSIVELY: NANCY 

PELOSI, ELIZABETH CHENEY, MITCH MCCONNELL, and CHUCK 

SCHUMER, and D.C. MAYOR MURIEL BOWSER. It is determined that former 

U.S. ATTORNEY GENERAL BILL BARR and FBI DIRECTOR CHRISTOPHER 

WRAY lack of investigations into Hunter Biden’s dealings with foreign 

adversaries while compromised by his personal deviancy, are ACTS of 

TREASON, arising from giving AID and COMFORT to then CANDIDATE 

JOSEPH BIDEN. 

[This is well-documented in the Twitter Files released in recent weeks by Bari 

Weiss, Matt Tiabbi, Michael Shellenberger. U.S. Federal Agencies put their 

hands on the scales of justice to undermine the Will of People with an obvious 

intent to install Joe Biden by any means. A Coup that is an act of Treason.]  

As a RESULT, all ARRESTS and CONVICTIONS made on persons at the J6 

EVENT are VACATED and EXPUNGED as these are FRUITS of the 

POISONOUS TREE.317 THEIR FALSE IMPRISONMENT constituted an 

egregious ABUSE of POWER, a criminal malevolence carried out by JOE 

BIDEN through his lesser minions, MERRICK GARLAND and his DOJ, and 

through the puppet D.C. CIRCUIT COURT. 

ATTORNEY GENERAL GARLAND is to be arrested, prosecuted in accordance 

with his crimes for TREASON AGAINST THE UNITED STATES OF AMERICA 

alongside the entire bank of D.C. CIRCUIT COURT JUDGES. The Southern 

District of NEW YORK COURT SYSTEM and its well-known PROSECUTORS 

are to be arrested, prosecuted and permanently disbarred for ABUSE of 

POWER and OBSTRUCTION OF JUSTICE. 
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ANY DEPARTMENT OF JUSTICE PROSECUTOR WHO AIDED, ABETTED, 

FILED BRIEFS, OR WITHHELD EXCULPATORY EVIDENCE IN REGARDS TO 

J6 PROSECUTIONS will also be held for TREASON, or identifiable lesser 

crimes, including, but not exclusively, OBSTRUCTION OF JUSTICE. 

GENERAL MARK MILLEY, CHAIRMAN of the JOINT CHIEFS, who GAVE AID 

AND COMFORT to CHINESE MILITARY OFFICERS, has committed 

TREASON.318,319 His co-conspiring FLAG OFFICERS in the service of the 

COMBINED U.S. ARMED FORCES to undermine the SOLE VESTED 

AUTHORITY of 45TH PRESIDENT OF THE UNITED STATES as its 

COMMANDER-IN-CHIEF, are also GUILTY OF TREASON and shall be 

prosecuted in accordance with their crimes alongside MARK MILLEY. 

CURRENT MILITARY OFFICERS AND ENLISTED PERSONNEL are servants 

of the COMMON PEOPLE. THEIR OATH was to UNITED STATES 

CONSTITUTION and its PROTECTION AGAINST ALL ENEMIES, FOREIGN 

AND DOMESTIC. Their duty requires that UNDER PENALTY OF DEATH. Any 

actions taken to remedy the above problem(s), removal of AGENCIES or the 

46th PRESIDENT, and the court martialing of any current U.S. FLAG OFFICER 

merits consideration as completion of said duty. Any non-performance should 

be investigated as OBSTRUCTION OF JUSTICE and TREASONOUS. 

Additional persons with NOTABLE ACTS of COMPLICITY and COLLUSION: 

HILLARY RODMAN CLINTON, WILLIAM JEFFERSON CLINTON, GEORGE W. 

BUSH, DICK CHENEY, AL GORE, JOHN KERRY, MITT ROMNEY, BARACK 

HUSSEIN OBAMA, MICHAEL PENCE, SUSAN RICE, COLLEN POWELL, 

MARK ESPER, ANDREW MCCABE, JAMES COMEY, JAMES CLAPPER, 

JOHN BRENNAN, ANTHONY FAUCI, PETER STRZOK, LISA PAGE, JAMES 

BAKER (FBI). ALL HAVE BETRAYED their oaths once made to the U.S. 

CONSTITUTION, on numerous occasions. THE 51 former INTEL OFFICERS 

that LIED to AMERICAN PUBLIC about Hunter Biden’s laptop violated their 

OATHS AS WELL.320 ALL THE ABOVE ARE GUILTY OF TREASONOUS 

ACTS. Many others, who aided and abetted their evil and destructive deeds, are 

left unnamed, but are nonetheless well known to the public at large.  

FIND THEM ALL MY FRIENDS AND MAY GOD HAVE MERCY ON THEIR 

SOULS. 

THE UNITED STATES SUPREME COURT was formulated out of the 

CONSTITUTION. ITS POWERS come through the COMMON PEOPLE’S 
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ACCEPTANCE of ITS RULINGS. Without the PEOPLE, THIS AUGUST BODY 

has NO POWER. THEIR POWER FLOWS UP FROM THE PEOPLE NOT 

BRANCHES OF GOVERNANCE NOW SO INFECTED AS DESCRIBED, 

DOCUMENTED AND DETAILED. 

Refusal by A JUDGE on THAT BODY, to CARRY OUT THE 

AFOREMENTIONED PROSECUTIONS, SHALL BE DECLARED AN ACT OF 

TREASON, and prosecuted as such, until a CESSATION of CONFLICTS and 

RESTORATION OF NORMAL ORDER TO THIS CONSTITUTED REPUBLIC. 

Thereafter, PEACEFUL AND LEGAL ELECTIONS of new officers by the 

inscribed processes from the ORIGINAL U.S. CONSTITUTION will be held, 

notwithstanding fairly decided upon AMENDMENTS that OCCURRED SINCE 

THE CONSTITUTION’S ENSHRINEMENT in the late 18th CENTURY. 

~ 

STATE CONSTITUTIONS and GOVERNMENTS must ADHERE to THEIR 

PEOPLE’S DESIRES. To remain UNITED, one must choose that one’s liberty is 

a fragile thing to be jealously guarded. LIBERTY does not come from a man or 

woman in a DISTRICT 3,000 miles away. LIBERTY COMES FROM WITHIN; 

and as such, the ability to have LIBERTY must be protected at its highest cost; 

even one’s life is an irrelevant price to pay if it allows HUMANITY to continue 

forth and thrive under that which works well. THE PEOPLE once KNEW THIS.  

GIVE ME LIBERTY OR GIVE ME DEATH! was not IDLE TALK. It was the basis 

for all those that knew vividly how blessed they were in a harsh cruel world that 

is tamed and forged by the best of mankind’s ingenuity. Such should not be 

forgotten as a perilous price was paid for all descendants that have not yet the 

wisdom of time to appreciate that which was garnered at this vital human cost. 

The designs of others must be weighed and measured and seen for what their 

outcomes are, not what one wishes to be so. Fear of future ills is exploited as an 

excuse for rapid and haphazard change. The worst of human excesses come 

from those that offer dreams of greatness without any approved consent from 

the COMMON PEOPLE. SUCH a SCAM is OPERATING under the 

psychopathic guise of addressing climate change, by calling it BUILD BACK 

BETTER. 

UTOPIA is not to be our goal; nor is it OUR RIGHT. The recent hucksters of 

transhumanism are Godless and seek only less souls, less obstacles, to their 
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overthrow of humanity and replacement of SOULS with the SOULLESS. These 

demons of science were never so clear as they are now in their evil intent. 

It is not that SCIENCE and INQUIRY are wrong to pursue. These PURSUITS 

done for the betterment of lives gave us much at present, when not additionally 

perverted by a psychopathic, class-conscious, bureaucratic scientism. But 

acknowledge as well those that want science for their AGGRANDIZEMENT, 

their ELEVATION, and their SUPREMACY, are at odds with OUR HUMANITY. 

Therefore, the several STATES constituted inside the UNITED STATES must 

make their intentions DECLARED and KNOWN in the WAR ahead. This should 

done BY VOTE in their SITTING CONGRESSES and approved by their 

SITTING GOVERNORS. But sans that process, their COMMON PEOPLE shall 

have to declare it through their individual expression of LIBERTY and by ALL 

NECESSARY MEANS as well. 

~ 

LASTLY, one is not the least bit unaware that this is a DECLARATION 

AGAINST THE MIGHTIEST SET OF SOCIOPATHS with weapons of extinction 

at their blood drenched fingertips. THAT ONE has no army, no resources, 

nothing but a few quarts of blood, and a MIND that knows the MOMENT IS 

UPON US. It may appear a CRAZY IDEA to be so SUICIDAL. But then again, 

the PATH ahead for the COMMON MAN is fraught with A HOMOCIDAL 

IDEOLOGY DEPLOYED BY GOVERNMENTS WORLDWIDE TO DESTROY 

inside ONE GENERATION ALL THAT WAS ONCE KNOWN. 

SO WHO EXACTLY is the CRAZY ONE?  

The one who waits for the slaughter in the meager hopes:  

THIS TOO SHALL PASS. 

WHEN MEN refuse to give their LIVES in the SERVICE of THAT which was 

PURCHASED at SUCH HIGH COST, their ENEMIES will gladly take all of that 

which was purchased by the BLOOD OF MILLIONS OF PATRIOTS through any 

and all subversive means, but as not to risk their spineless hides in this grand 

theft. ONE’S LIFE & LIBERTY is again a meager price to pay to destroy the 

JACKALS of GOVERNMENT that has obtusely thought: IT! CANNOT! EVER! 

BE! CHALLENGED!  

OUR FOUNDERS KNEW THIS FIGHT and THEY WON!!! 
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For THOSE who stand by and do nothing, you cannot call yourself a good 

person. For when you see evil, and merely acquiesce, and sacrifice nothing 

more than any common evildoer does, what are you then but that which you 

morally detest, but cannot raise one’s voice and one’s soul to rightly stop. 

One has little hope that these words convince; or stirs like minds to believe they 

are duly free to act in a righteous manner at whatever cost must be paid. 

Perhaps their GREAT FEAR is that they will die unremarkable and labeled a 

criminal, or worse. OR THAT their surviving offspring will surely suffer from an 

ancestral curse, labeled as a boisterous rabblerouser that dared to be NOT 

SILENT, even as those freedoms and rights vanished as easily as a SLY THIEF 

does in the FOG of WAR while the once great constitutional parapet burns. 

The Founders in 1776, were not as lucky as many will presume. Of the Fifty-Six 

Souls who signed their death warrants before the Mightiest King of England, 

Nine did not live to see Freedom; Five were put in the Stocks; Seventeen lost 

their last Shilling before their final breaths on this Earth. Luck smiled on less 

than half of the Original Signers of the Declaration of Independence. But ALL 

were WILLING PATRIOTS and CREATED BEAUTY that is DEMONIZED by a 

lackluster, lazy lamentable pathology that infects a World too comfortable to 

know what HARDSHIP and DEATH FEELS LIKE under THE FINAL BONDAGE. 

As it stands today, the United States of America is in far worse straits. The 

technology that Evil wields is far greater than the populations’ ability to Defeat it. 

Many are too incapable of the task ahead. Many millions will die ignorant. Many 

will never see a Free Day again. Whether imprisoned by apathy or the 

technological chains that fit so well inside a box held in their quisling hands, or a 

tracking chip under their skin, the prison will be ruled by technocratic 

psychopaths with a glee that their lab rats had choices in this Trek but chose to 

submit without much more than a distracted whimper before the chains went on. 

Evil Wins IF Good Men Stand By And Do Nothing.  

Make That Not Be This Country’s End. 

Published: December 27, 2022 

Jason Tobias Powers  
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APPENDIX 

Security 
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Archive  

https://archive.ph/BgDxg
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Archive 

 
 

Country Name Country Code 2021

United States USA $22,996,100,000,000

China CHN $17,734,062,645,371

Japan JPN $4,937,421,880,462

Germany DEU $4,223,116,205,969

United Kingdom GBR $3,186,859,739,185

India IND $3,173,397,590,817

France FRA $2,937,472,757,953

Italy ITA $2,099,880,198,259

Canada CAN $1,990,761,609,665

Korea, Rep. KOR $1,798,533,915,091

Russian Federation RUS $1,775,799,919,353

Brazil BRA $1,608,981,220,812

Australia AUS $1,542,659,899,993

Spain ESP $1,425,276,586,283

Mexico MEX $1,293,037,866,360

Indonesia IDN $1,186,092,991,320

Netherlands NLD $1,018,007,056,950

https://archive.ph/AWCEu
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Archive 

 

 

Panama PAN $63,605,065,800

Serbia SRB $63,068,134,601

Slovenia SVN $61,526,331,889

Uruguay URY $59,319,547,636

Azerbaijan AZE $54,622,176,471

Congo, Dem. Rep. COD $53,958,573,693

Tunisia TUN $46,840,042,941

Jordan JOR $45,243,661,972

Cameroon CMR $45,238,613,480

Libya LBY $41,879,579,677

Uganda UGA $40,434,701,517

Bolivia BOL $40,408,208,524

Paraguay PRY $38,986,810,989

Latvia LVA $38,872,546,229

Bahrain BHR $38,868,663,032

Nepal NPL $36,288,830,373

Estonia EST $36,262,924,354

Sudan SDN $34,326,058,557

https://archive.ph/C5ivb
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Archive  

 
 

 

https://archive.ph/XWrNI
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Health 

 
*Totals are through 2020 
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Link (Archive) 

 
Citizens Commission on Human Rights International: The Mental Health 

Industry Watchdog 

https://www.frontiersin.org/articles/10.3389/fviro.2022.834808/full
https://archive.vn/6CrFj
https://www.cchrint.org/psychiatric-drugs/people-taking-psychiatric-drugs/
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From: Operation Virus (page 423, 5th edition, Substack) 

 

2021 Budget Percentages (Quartz). Note: GAVI was founded by Gates. 

https://www.amazon.com/gp/product/B093XVGY25
https://jasonpowers.substack.com/p/holiday-cheer-books-pdf-and-movies
https://archive.ph/zpldD#selection-793.253-1079.3
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Wait Time by Country Surveyed 321,322,323 

 
 

 

By country, 2016

Country <4 weeks (%) At least 4 weeks (%)

Don’t know/decline to 

answer (%) Total (count)

Australia 54.7 39.3 6.1 2,156

Canada 38.0 58.5 3.5 2,228

France 60.2 39.8 0.0 639

Germany 71.2 27.4 1.4 459

Netherlands 64.0 28.9 7.1 580

New Zealand 49.3 47.3 3.3 404

Norway 36.9 55.5 7.7 605

Sweden 48.1 44.7 7.2 3,251

Switzerland 73.2 25.9 0.9 810

U.K. 48.6 42.5 8.9 371

U.S. 69.9 25.3 4.8 1,019

Q12  After you were advised to see or decided to see a doctor in specialist health 

care/specialist (or consultant), how many weeks did you have to wait for an appointment?

By country, 2016

Country <1 month (%)

1 to 

<4 months (%)

4 or more 

months (%)

Not sure/decline 

to answer (%) Total (count)

Australia 56.8 28.3 8.4 6.6 683

Canada 34.8 44.0 18.2 3.0 557

France 51.4 47.0 1.6 0.0 173

Germany 39.0 58.1 0.0 2.9 124

Netherlands 48.9 39.8 4.5 6.9 99

New Zealand 43.3 38.6 14.9 3.2 141

Norway 37.0 41.9 15.3 5.8 208

Sweden 37.3 46.8 11.8 4.1 1,015

Switzerland 59.3 32.8 6.5 1.5 219

U.K. 43.4 31.8 12.0 12.8 87

U.S. 61.0 31.7 3.6 3.7 268

Q11  After you were advised that you needed surgery, how many weeks did you have to wait 

for the non-emergency or elective surgery?
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Economy 

 

Link 

 

http://eng.sectsco.org/for_media/20221005/915167.html
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Energy 

 
Analysis of Hunter Biden’s Laptop 

https://bidenlaptopreport.marcopolousa.org/report_viewer/index.html#p=91
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Letter signed by 51 former intelligence officers of the United States 

https://www.politico.com/f/?id=00000175-4393-d7aa-af77-579f9b330000
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Link 

 
Archive 

  

https://infogram.com/share-of-world-gdp-throughout-history-1gjk92e6yjwqm16
https://web.archive.org/web/20221104155204/https:/theethicalskeptic.com/2021/01/04/the-pitfalls-of-electric-vehicles-as-climate-change-panacea/
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Link & Archive 

  

https://elements.visualcapitalist.com/visualizing-chinas-dominance-in-clean-energy-metals/
https://archive.ph/5pzdr
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Link & Archive 

https://elements.visualcapitalist.com/the-key-minerals-in-an-ev-battery/
https://archive.ph/BJ4yW
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Archive Google Search 

 
 

 

https://archive.ph/XQlO0
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Link 

 

https://www.reuters.com/business/energy/chinas-xi-tells-gulf-nations-use-shanghai-exchange-yuan-energy-deals-2022-12-09/
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Education 

 

 
Link (Archive) 

 

 

 

 

 

https://www.opensecrets.org/industries/contrib.php?cycle=2022&ind=L1300
https://archive.ph/hAVYH
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From: Operation Virus ( 5th edition, Substack) 

https://www.amazon.com/gp/product/B093XVGY25
https://jasonpowers.substack.com/p/holiday-cheer-books-pdf-and-movies
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Picture from August 30, 2019 

 

 

 

https://www.med.uio.no/helsam/english/research/centres/global-health/news-and-events/news/2019/lancet-one-health-commissioner-gives-lecture-using.html
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From Operation Virus: The Delivering of COVID, Chaos and Communism to the 

United States and the World by Jason Powers. Mark Zuckerberg emailing just 

one hour after Julie Pavlin contacted Tony Fauci about a conference and paper: 

“The Critical Public Health Value of Vaccines: Tackling Issues of Access and 

Hesitancy” alongside a host of California-based medical professionals, should 

be seen as a conspiracy to injure or kill with inadequately tested mRNA 

vaccines.   

https://www.amazon.com/gp/product/B093XVGY25
https://www.amazon.com/gp/product/B093XVGY25
https://archive.ph/Gic1L#selection-777.0-779.139
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(Link & Archive) 

 

 
 

 

https://www.dailymail.co.uk/news/article-11495051/Planned-Parenthoods-sexual-education-director-claims-children-born-sexual.html
https://archive.ph/fQgVH
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Interventionism 

 
Movie: The Shadow State 

 

 
Operation Paperclip 

https://odysee.com/@TheAgeofAquariusPI4PSI2:1/The-Shadow-State-2022:0
https://www.history.com/news/what-was-operation-paperclip
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Source 

 
Source 

https://www.statista.com/statistics/269729/documented-civilian-deaths-in-iraq-war-since-2003/
https://www.statista.com/statistics/263798/american-soldiers-killed-in-iraq/
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Media  

 

 
Dominion Voting Systems Patent History (2019 Kirkland Ellis Involvement) 

https://assignment.uspto.gov/patent/index.html#/patent/search/resultAbstract?id=13470091&type=applNum
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Monetary Policy 

 
(Link) 

https://www.pandemicoversight.gov/data-interactive-tools/data-stories/three-rounds-stimulus-checks-see-how-many-went-out-and-how-much
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Federal Government

 
Link (Archive) 

https://www.forbes.com/sites/chasewithorn/2021/10/21/the-worlds-richest-29-year-old-just-got-a-lot-richer-thanks-to-new-ftx-funding-round/?sh=5078fa5a715d
https://archive.ph/MRsFz
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Link 

Archive 

https://fortune.com/crypto/2022/11/16/changpeng-cz-zhao-crypto-war-sam-bankman-fried/
https://archive.ph/OQL2o
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Archive 

 
September 1, 2022: Red Speech in Philadelphia 

 

Top Military Contractors 

https://www.nbcnews.com/politics/2020-elections/district-of-columbia-president-results
https://www.foxnews.com/media/biden-shocks-viewers-hellish-red-background-polarizing-speech
https://www.statista.com/chart/12221/the-worlds-biggest-arms-companies/
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Techno-Fascism 

 

The Bidens selling out America on December 5, 2013. 

 

Sociopathic chums chilling after wrecking the United States’ moral authority, 

manufacturing sector, and those pesky constitutional rights while getting their 

piece of the high life in vacation homes. Martha’s Vineyard is Obama’s palace. 

https://archive.ph/R3SX0#selection-1043.0-1053.316
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Model CEO: Steals his customers’ money, buys $256 million in Bahamas’ real 

estate324, funds PACS with 60+ million, and funded $166 million in grants for pet 

projects.  

https://twitter.com/SBF_FTX/status/1601186246990401537
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BIDEN Executive Orders 

EO 14081 

Advancing Biotechnology and Biomanufacturing Innovation for a Sustainable, 

Safe, and Secure American Bioeconomy 

EO 14067 

Ensuring Responsible Development of Digital Assets 

EO 14048 

Continuance or Reestablishment of Certain Federal Advisory Committees and 

Amendments to Other Executive Orders 

EO 14047 

Adding Measles to the List of Quarantinable Communicable Diseases 

EO 14043 

Requiring Coronavirus Disease 2019 Vaccination for Federal Employees 

EO 14035 

Diversity, Equity, Inclusion, and Accessibility in the Federal Workforce 

EO 14031 

Advancing Equity, Justice, and Opportunity for Asian Americans, Native 

Hawaiians, and Pacific Islanders 

EO 14030 

Climate-Related Financial Risk 

EO 14029 

Revocation of Certain Presidential Actions and Technical Amendment 

EO 14027 

Establishment of the Climate Change Support Office 

EO 14021 

Guaranteeing an Educational Environment Free From Discrimination on the 

Basis of Sex, Including Sexual Orientation or Gender Identity 

EO 14020 

Establishment of the White House Gender Policy Council 

EO 14019 

Promoting Access to Voting 

EO 14018 

Revocation of Certain Presidential Actions 

EO 14017 

America's Supply Chains 

EO 14016 

Revocation of Executive Order 13801 

https://www.federalregister.gov/presidential-documents/executive-orders
https://www.federalregister.gov/presidential-documents/executive-orders/joe-biden/2022
https://www.federalregister.gov/documents/2022/03/14/2022-05471/ensuring-responsible-development-of-digital-assets
https://www.federalregister.gov/documents/2021/10/05/2021-21908/continuance-or-reestablishment-of-certain-federal-advisory-committees-and-amendments-to-other
https://www.federalregister.gov/documents/2021/09/22/2021-20629/adding-measles-to-the-list-of-quarantinable-communicable-diseases
https://www.federalregister.gov/documents/2021/09/14/2021-19927/requiring-coronavirus-disease-2019-vaccination-for-federal-employees
https://www.federalregister.gov/documents/2021/06/30/2021-14127/diversity-equity-inclusion-and-accessibility-in-the-federal-workforce
https://www.federalregister.gov/documents/2021/06/03/2021-11792/advancing-equity-justice-and-opportunity-for-asian-americans-native-hawaiians-and-pacific-islanders
https://www.federalregister.gov/documents/2021/05/25/2021-11168/climate-related-financial-risk
https://www.federalregister.gov/documents/2021/05/19/2021-10691/revocation-of-certain-presidential-actions-and-technical-amendment
https://www.federalregister.gov/documents/2021/05/12/2021-10139/establishment-of-the-climate-change-support-office
https://www.federalregister.gov/documents/2021/03/11/2021-05200/guaranteeing-an-educational-environment-free-from-discrimination-on-the-basis-of-sex-including
https://www.federalregister.gov/documents/2021/03/11/2021-05183/establishment-of-the-white-house-gender-policy-council
https://www.federalregister.gov/documents/2021/03/10/2021-05087/promoting-access-to-voting
https://www.federalregister.gov/documents/2021/03/01/2021-04281/revocation-of-certain-presidential-actions
https://www.federalregister.gov/documents/2021/03/01/2021-04280/americas-supply-chains
https://www.federalregister.gov/documents/2021/02/23/2021-03874/revocation-of-executive-order-13801
https://www.federalregister.gov/documents/2017/06/20/2017-13012/expanding-apprenticeships-in-america
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EO 14013 

Rebuilding and Enhancing Programs To Resettle Refugees and Planning for the 

Impact of Climate Change on Migration 

EO 14010 

Creating a Comprehensive Regional Framework To Address the Causes of 

Migration, To Manage Migration Throughout North and Central America, and To 

Provide Safe and Orderly Processing of Asylum Seekers at the United States 

Border 

EO 14009 

Strengthening Medicaid and the Affordable Care Act 

EO14008 

Tackling the Climate Crisis at Home and Abroad 

EO14006 

Reforming Our Incarceration System To Eliminate the Use of Privately Operated 

Criminal Detention Facilities 

EO14004 

Enabling All Qualified Americans To Serve Their Country in Uniform 

EO 13995 

Ensuring an Equitable Pandemic Response and Recovery 

EO 13993 

Revision of Civil Immigration Enforcement Policies and Priorities 

EO 13992 

Revocation of Certain Executive Orders Concerning Federal Regulation 

EO 13991 

Protecting the Federal Workforce and Requiring Mask-Wearing 

EO 13990 

Protecting Public Health and the Environment and Restoring Science To Tackle 

the Climate Crisis 

EO 13989 

Ethics Commitments by Executive Branch Personnel 

EO 13988 

Preventing and Combating Discrimination on the Basis of Gender Identity or 

Sexual Orientation 

EO 13985 

Advancing Racial Equity and Support for Underserved Communities Through 

the Federal Government 

  

https://www.federalregister.gov/documents/2021/02/09/2021-02804/rebuilding-and-enhancing-programs-to-resettle-refugees-and-planning-for-the-impact-of-climate-change
https://www.federalregister.gov/documents/2021/02/05/2021-02561/creating-a-comprehensive-regional-framework-to-address-the-causes-of-migration-to-manage-migration
https://www.federalregister.gov/documents/2021/02/02/2021-02252/strengthening-medicaid-and-the-affordable-care-act
https://www.federalregister.gov/documents/2021/02/01/2021-02177/tackling-the-climate-crisis-at-home-and-abroad
https://www.federalregister.gov/documents/2021/01/29/2021-02070/reforming-our-incarceration-system-to-eliminate-the-use-of-privately-operated-criminal-detention
https://www.federalregister.gov/documents/2021/01/28/2021-02034/enabling-all-qualified-americans-to-serve-their-country-in-uniform
https://www.federalregister.gov/documents/2021/01/26/2021-01852/ensuring-an-equitable-pandemic-response-and-recovery
https://www.federalregister.gov/documents/2021/01/25/2021-01768/revision-of-civil-immigration-enforcement-policies-and-priorities
https://www.federalregister.gov/documents/2021/01/25/2021-01767/revocation-of-certain-executive-orders-concerning-federal-regulation
https://www.federalregister.gov/documents/2021/01/25/2021-01766/protecting-the-federal-workforce-and-requiring-mask-wearing
https://www.federalregister.gov/documents/2021/01/25/2021-01765/protecting-public-health-and-the-environment-and-restoring-science-to-tackle-the-climate-crisis
https://www.federalregister.gov/documents/2021/01/25/2021-01762/ethics-commitments-by-executive-branch-personnel
https://www.federalregister.gov/documents/2021/01/25/2021-01761/preventing-and-combating-discrimination-on-the-basis-of-gender-identity-or-sexual-orientation
https://www.federalregister.gov/documents/2021/01/25/2021-01753/advancing-racial-equity-and-support-for-underserved-communities-through-the-federal-government
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PERSONAL POSTSCRIPT 

One knows this declaration will be contorted into a toxic narrative. That all the 

evil in the world comes from a source of spite: mine. And that one is just bitter 

about all the “equity” and “inclusion” being handed out as “reparations.” 

That’s the media’s go-to move #1. I am of the mind that people should garner 

success through merit, hard work and persistence in terrible circumstances. My 

instances of being discriminating – in one’s estimation of ability, desire, and 

adapting to rough conditions – are not wrong to have. Many people do this task 

well – and it rarely, if ever, correlates to what they look like. There are drivers 

behind success, which are also about how “success” is defined. But the truest 

success is, in the end, about how willing one is to take a personal stand on, and 

how willing one is to take the inevitable consequences, come what may. 

Over the course of life, one has made many errors and received consequences 

for my actions. Those consequences will be the focus of any smear the 

messenger campaign, if so fortunate. While undoubtedly there is an endless 

gold mine to be explored to all the ways one has been an unmitigated failure 

through the years, one reminds the reader here: rarely has one walked this 

Earth without a multitude of failings to pick at and focus on to the perceived 

betterment of the person making those tired and ancient claims. Unlike them, 

one is not intent on stripping the reader of their Humanity or doing the Devil’s 

bidding for thirty pieces of metal. One hopes the reader can see beyond those 

ploys and take what was written as a vital warning about present dangers.   

When people decide who I am, they can read my books.325 I cannot answer 

every question here that the Praetorian Media, who are owned by Blackrock, 

Vanguard, and State Street, will present to derail this message.326 The only 

decent journalists cite their sources, provide as much data as they can, focus on 

issues that hurt everyone, namely: Our Rights.  

That Everyone has RIGHTS to LIVE in FREEDOM. Not enslavement by 

governments or corporations or world bodies/institutions that show daily they 

care not one single bit about you. These groups’ agenda operate whether you 

are black, white, yellow, Jew, Gentile, or Muslim. These forces have congealed 

to destroy as much of Humanity to get to a stated goal of less of Humanity. It is 

driven by overt greediness for resources into their obsessive hands.327 

One suggests: never give up; and find what matters to you. My quest will be 

non-violent, but I note: a corrupt cabal wants all your weapons and your deaths.  
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